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ABSTRACT

The t < 0 mul tiperipheral fonnalism ofCiafaloni J DeTar J

Misheloff, Mueller, Muzinichand Yesian is reviewed, extended, and

applied to the orderedS-matrix whose ring amplitudes comprise the

zeroth level of the topological expansion. ToIler M-function

notation is used throughout. The bootstrap and cylinder problems

are formulated in tenns of a well-defined helicity pole propagator;

a definition of the complete twisted Reggeon loop, which appears

in the one-twist term of the cylinder, is given as a helicitypole

expansion. Some consideration is given to the following subjects:

diagonalization, naturality, threshold behavior, Regge cuts, and

complex helicity.
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(1) INTRODUCTION

During the year 1969-1970, after a period of vigorOllS activity

in the field of multip~ripheral dynamics, Ciafaloni, DeTar, Misheloff,

Mueller, Muzinich and Yesian presented, in five heavily overlapping

papers, the exact kinematic analysis of themultiperipheral model. 1-S

These papers were, in our opinion, extremely complicated in part due

to the nature of the subject, and in part due to the fact that they

incorporated mathematical ideas which were simultaneously being

invented by the mathematicians, notably Mukunda. 6 Possibly, the

relative obscurity of these papers has discouraged people from

attempting an exact multiperipheral calculation, leading them instead

to rely upon the approxirnateMellin analysis and thereby to relinquish

the capability of handling the true angular momentum which is central

to Regge physics.

Since the invention of the S-matrix topological expansion· in

1973-74 by Veneziano, there has been some renewed interest in multi

peripheral calculations, in particular as they pertain to planar

amplitudes. In a recent review,7 Chew and Rosenzweig have partially

reformulated these planar ideas in tenns of the so-called Ordered

S-Matrix, the connected parts of which are called ring flDlctions.

Although the concept of ordered ring amplitudes has not yet been

convincingly extended to the baryonic sector, it seems likely that

efforts now in progress will soon succeed. 8

In this paper we have attempted to review, elaborate upon, and

consolidate the ideas ofCiafaloni et aI, and to adapt these ideas to

the ordered S-matrix framework.
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A reader familiar with the above-mentioned multiperipheral papers

would find, upon comparison of our descriptions with theirs, many

differences in presentation, some of which we now enumerate. First

of all, we feel we have greatly simplified the group-theoretic aspect

of the multiperipheralanalysis by identifying, as the agent which

performs the diagonalization of themultiperipheral equations, an

almost trivial addition theorem involving the same Legendre ·Q.-type
J

functions which appear in the Froissart-Gribovprojection of Regge

theory. These Legendre functions are generalized in that they carry

complex helicity indices whose role we continually stress. The

reader is referred to Ref. 9 for an extensive discussion of this

group theoretic business.

Another difference one will notice is our attempt to isolate

and identify an object called the helicity pole propagator which

connects cluster discontinuities along the multiperipheral chain.

Strangely enough, this propagator owes its existence to a factorization

condition which results from the same Legendre addition theorem

mentioned above.

Obviously spin is an important concept in amultiperipheral

analysis which purports to compute Regge trajectories. We have

attempted to include spin in full generality (i.e., on external

particles as well as internal poles) by making use of the ToIler

M-functionfonnalism. To our knOWledge, no one has written unitarity

equations in this formalism which seems so well suited to thepresen-

tationof rnultiperipheral kinematics.

Interlaced with the discussion on the following pages one will

find a sort of running commentary on parityandnaturality, leading

to a naturality diagonalization of the planar bootstrap which is,
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we feel, an improvement on the original discussion by Ciafaloniand

Yesian.

Generally speaking, the exact kinematic analysis allows one to

think about things which simply do not exist in the·rapidity framework

which more or less ignores helicity. We have extracted the threshold

behavior of the ring functions and have made a start at examining the

nonsense zeros which are presumed to remove Regge cuts.

In Section (5) we describe ina rather different manner than

that of Refs. 2 and 4 the construction of the standard frames of the

multiperipheral ladder. By continuing the ladder kinematics to the

center-of-mass cross channel, we show in Appendix (E) how the peculiar

boost parameters which link the standard frames are the continuations

of variables familiar from center-of-mass kinematics.

The "planar" bootstr~p and cylinder problems are both set up 

the cylinder in more detail because it lacks the counting problem -but

no detailed calculation is attempted because we are stymied by a problem

involving the correct method of shifting the helicity contour. We

have isolated this problem in the last section of the paper; it must

be solved before the machinery described herein can be put to work.

Nevertheless, we do obtain an exact formal expression for the

cornplete twisted Reggeon loop k(t) which controls the cylinder shifts

of the planar trajectories in the phenomenology of Chew and Rosenzweig.
10

For a detailed outline of the paper we refer to the Table of

Contents preceding this Introduction. In general, the first eight

sections describe themultiperipheral construction, Section (9) gives

the angular momentum diagonalization, and Sections (10) and (ll) apply

the analysis to thebootstrap and cylinder problems.
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(2) MULTI-REGGE PRODUCTION AMPLITUDES

To motivate the specific form we use for the multi-particle

production amplitudes, we·appeal to the notion of a particle pole in

the S-rnatrix. Figure 1 shows a particle pole term known to be present

in the.6-point function (repeated indices are implicitly summed),

(2. 1)

This pole has a residue which factorizes into two pieces, each piece

being a 4-point function normalized in the same way as the original

6-point function.

Each x in Fig. 1 marks a particular standard rest frame for the

particle on whose line the x appears. (When the pole is reggeized

below, some x's must denote spacelike rest frames.) The notation is

11approximately that of ToIler: the s. are the spins of various
1

particles, m. are helicities (component of spin along the z-axis in
1

the standard frame marked by an x). The same symbols s. and m. are
1 1

also used to denote certain Mandelstam invariants and masses of

particles; the usage should be clear from the context. The meaning

of a dot under a helicity index is explained in Appendix (B).

The a.appearing in Eq. (2.1) and Fig. 1 are, for each particle,
1

the parameters of a (possibly complex) Lorentz transformation which

connects the particle standard rest frame to an arbitrary "lab" frame
s

as indicated in the figure. The variable g appearing in D 7 ,(g)m7m7

denotes the rotation g = a;l a~ ; the standard D-function [see

Appendix (A)] is generated bycovariation from the M-function on
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the left according to the simple rule given in Eq. (B.3). S7 is

the spin of the particle pole, and m
7

,m; are the helicities of that

particle in two different reference frames.

It is perhaps worth noting that, although they carry spin and

helicity indices,theM-fWlctions appearing in Eq. (2.1) are Lorentz

12 . 13scalars, unlike the momentum space M-functions of Stapp and Taylor.

Secondly, we have been careful to properly order the particles

consistently aroWld the connected parts so that all our equations

apply equally well to the ordered amplitudes (ring functions) in the

ordered S-matrix framework associated with the topological expansion. 7

The factor 2 -1
(S7 - m7 +ie) in (2.1) is of course the actual

pole; the numerical constant c is discussed below in Section (4),

and can be arranged to equal unity.

Equation (2.1) is, for the pole tenn, an exact statement. We

now assume that this particle pole is in fact one of many poles which

occur on a Regge trajectory a
7

• The contribution of Q 7 to the 6-point

function shown in Fig. 1 should be given by the above expression with

S7 continued to ex, and with the various group arguments and invariants

continued so that the equation is in a useful Regge region. Accounting

for signature, the usual Regge machinery* may be implemented to give

*Regge theory for n-point functions with n > 4 is much more complicated
than we make it sound. 37 ,38 Rigorously,38 both the physical and
orderedS-matrix n-point functions must be decomposed into a sum of
"spectral components"· by means of an (n - 3)-variable dispersion
relation (Bargmann-Weil). Each spectral term contains only Steinmann
allowed multiple discontinuities, a fact which implies the existence
of a Lehmann ellipse of convergence for eachzi variable in an
appropriate physical cross channel (hexagraph). As a result, the
infinite angular momentum and helicitysumsare convergent at least
somewhere, and this allows the Sommerfeld-Watson continuations to be
defined. So, rigorously one does a Regge analysis on each spectral
component and then adds the results, or one sticks with a single
component and diagonalizes unitarity onto the spectral components.
We feel that the form of our results will be the same in either the
rigorous Reggetheory or Ref. 38, or the naive Regge theory presented
in Section {2}.



the following result {see Fig.. 2):

Ma.7S g S 4 S S

. rn,ID gm4mS
(2.2)

where we have suppressed the a. arguments, and where
1

[factor]aT,
nun = -irn4> -im f 4>'e e

x .{ d~, -rn' (-z) + T (_l)rn + € d~, (z) ~.

2 sin1T (a. + rn) ~

The variables g = (4), z= cosS, 4> t) which appear in Fig. 1 are now

0(2,1) variables (4), z =cosh~, cP ' ). The signature of Reggeon 0"is

(2.3)

T 7 (a spin-~ particle has positive signature), and (;7=0 or ·~.depending

on whether 0." is a boson or fennion trajectory. Using Eq. (A.B) one

may show by taking 0,7 ~ s, that the Regge form (2.2) duplicates the

particle pole term of Eq. (2.1).

The final step in obtaining the Regge form we shall use is to

perfonn a "Mandelstarn trick" operation14 which causes the first-kind

functions in [factor] t to be replaced by second-kind functionsnun

which have simpler asymptotic behavior. Performing this operation

we find

where

[factor]aL,
mm = Y .t' E-a-1C )s ., gnun (2.4)

-a-.l ( )E ., g
mm = e-irn<j> e-a.;l(z)

mm
-irn'4>'e (2.5)

and

y = -ca' tantr (a - e) (2.6)

(2. 7)
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-a-lThe flUlction emmt (z), defined in Eq. (A.IO), has the expected

Regge behavior za for large z, E is a standard signature factor, and

y contains the leftover factors. In particular, y contains at and

therefore has dimensions E-2• In Eq. (2.1) these dimensions are

generated by the pole itself. Realizing that the n-point ToIler

M· f · h d·· .. E4-n · f h d·· 1- unctlon as ImenSI0ns , one may verI y t e Imenslona

correctness of (2.1) or (2.2).

The Regge residues appearing in (2.2) are three-particle/one-

Reggeonamplitudes normalized in the correct way so as to become

physical four-particle amplitudes when the Reggeon is taken to the

appropriate value of mass and spin (and signature, if M is not an

ordered amplitude). Since the physical helicity amplitudes must

vanish when the helicity is out of range (has a nonsense value),

the residues must contain factors to knock out the unphysical poles,

since this ghost-killing flDlction is not being performed by [factor] t.
mm

For exarnple,one might take*

= SJ:J:'
4 3

=
M

t

1

[f(a, + 1 + m,)f(a, + 1 - m,)]~

(2.8)

So far we have considered the Reggeization of a single-pole

t.erm in unitarity. Had we started with the appropriate multiple pole

term, we·could have obtained a mUltiple Regge residue or four-Reggeon

amplitude which, were all Reggeons continued to particle points,

would be normalized so as to yield a physical four-particle helicity

amplitude. We feel that this is a useful way to normalize Regge

*In the sense-nonsense region, additional square-root zeros are
provided by the d-functions. See,for example, Fig. Be of Ref. 9.
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residues, and is ultimately necessary if one attempts a complete

bootstrap of, say, thetriple-Regge vertex. We shall mention this

later in Section (10) (but will not attempt such a bootstrap).

Although three-particle scattering amplitudes have no place in

a stable-particle S-matrix theory, unstable particles may be called

upon to give meaning to the following equations. Figure 3 shows a

particle pole term in the 4-point function. In analogy to (2.1)

we write

(2.9)

Reggeization in the same way as before yields this expression for the

Regge pole term shown in Fig. 4:

-cxs-l ] MS 15 2(15Em m' (g) m m m'
5 5 1 2.5

(2.10)

Again, the Regge residues (pieces of the factorizing residue of the

Regge pole in the Froissart-Gribov projection) appearing in Eq. (2.10)

are normalized so that, as (15 -+ ss' these two-particle/one-Reggeon

amplitudes approach the standard three-particle ToIler M-functions

appearing in Eq. (2.9). The helicity nonsense..;.zero structure of

these standardized "Regge couplings" is presumably similar to (2.8)

4-nabove. Notice from the rule E that these Regge couplings have the

dimensions of energy.

By reggeizing a double pole unitarity term, one may obtain the

following Regge contribution for the two-ta-three production amplitude

shown in Fig. 5:
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x (2.11)

(1SS4(17
The object M is the two-Reggeon/one-particle amplitude which

continues to the ToIler 3-point function when as ~ Ss and (1, -+- S7.

Again, this "double Reggevertex" has dimensions of energy, as does

the triple Regge vertex which we have not shown. These vertices differ

considerably from the phenomenological Regge couplings (dimensionless)

and triple-Regge couplings (GeV-2).

The fonn of the general multi-Regge production amplitude should

be clear from Eq. (2.11). Each Reggeongetsa bracketed "propagator"

factor with linking helicity sums on both sides. All vertices are

standard Toller3-point functions continued in the appropriate way.

We conclude this section by observing that, in the ordered

S-matrix framework where the M-functions in (2.11) are replaced by

ordered ring amplitudes, the multi-Regge~pole expansion should be,

in the peripheral region, a very good approximation since there are

(presumably) no Regge cuts in the ring functions. Thetheoretical

accuracy of (2.11), when summed on (l6 and (l7' is thus limited only by

peripherality and the convergence rate of the Regge asymptotic series,

i.e., duality.
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(3) THE VERTEX: HELICITY AND PARITY CONDITIONS

We have been writing the triple vertex in the form ~ (al'a
2
,a

3
)

Im2 m 3

to stress the fact that the vertex is like any othern-point Taller

M-function. As we now show, however, this notation is extremely

redundant. Using the freedom allowed by the Taller invariance condi-

tion [see Eq. (B. 3)], one can choose to superpose the external "lab"

reference frame - with respect to which the various a. are defined,
1

as in Fig. 1- onto one of the standard reference frames associated

with the vertex. Since the vertex standard frames are connected by

certain z-boosts 0'1' °2 , and q which are functions only of the

invariants entering the vertex [see Eq. (5.1)], one may conclude that

M (a1 ,a2 ,a3 ) is itself a function only of these invariants. Thism
1
m

2
m

3

situation is illustrated in Fig. 6a where we have placed the reference

frame onto the standard frame of particle 1 to get MCe,q-l,cr;l),m
1
m

2
mg

where e is the identity transformation.

1. Helicity Conservation

Consider now this series of operations in which ~ represents

the z rotation R (<1»:z

= M (~~ -1 ~0'-11)m m m . ~e, ~q , ~
1 2 g

=

= (3.1)
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In line 1 the reference frame is identified with the rest frame of

particle 1, as already noted. In line 2 the 4>'5 are made to appear

via the invariance condition of Eq. (B.2). In line 3 these rotations

-1 -1are commuted through the z boosts q = Bz (-q) and (J 1 ' and then in

line 4 the ~'s are separately covariated to the right according to

Eq. (B.3). Comparison of the last line with the first then shows that

(3.2)

i.e., helicity is conserved "at the vertex.*

One does not find such a condition for the higher n-point

functions because the rotation ~ does not commute through all the

a. no matter how they are chosen.
1

2. Parity Invariance

If parity is an invariance of the theory, we may use an argument

similar to that of Section 3.1 to state parity invariance in terms of

the vertex- Since the parity operation, which Toller
15

calls s. is

an element of the little group H of the 4-vector (*,0,0,0), the rotational
+

covariance conditions [shown in Eq. (B. 3)] may be extended to read, e.g.,

= IT 3 M (a1 ,a2 ,a3),m1m2 m3

(3.3)

where II
3

is the intrinsic parity of particle 3. Since the operation s

fai Is to commute through thez boost5lsee Eq. (7.6)], it is more

convenient to use ToIler's parity operator s' definedby

Sf (3.4)

*But see Section 3.4 for qualifications on this and subsequent
equations of this section.
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for which the covariance condition on particle 2 reads, according

to Eqs. (3. 3) and CA. 8) ,

(3.5)

Operator s' brings out the intrinsic parity and negates the helicity

of the affected particle. Since s ' does commute wi th the z boosts,

one may repeat the argument (3.1) to find this vertex parity condition:

= M_m -m -m (a
1
,a

2
,a

3
) f! (n

i
(-1)si-mi\ .

l' 2' 3 1-1\ ~3.6)

As a corollary to Eq. (3.6) one has either

3

1T (n. (-1) Si) = 1 ,
i=1 1

or

For example, if SI = S2 =0 then all three helicities must vanish and

one concludes from the above that the vertex-vanishes if IT 1II2 II3 'f
S3

(-1) , as one would expect from a more conventional angular momentum

argument.

3. Parity with Reggeons

Another convenient property of the parity operator Sf is that

s', unlike s, belongs also to the little group H_ of the spacelike

rest vector (0,0,0,*), as does R ($). Therefore, if one or more ofz

the particles at a vertex is replaced by a Reggeon-which maybe

spacelike so that H is the appropriate little group - one shall find

that the helicity' and parity conditions still exist. The helicity

conservation condition of Eq. (3.2) is unchanged, except as noted

below. The Reggeon parity covariance condition is

= (3.8)
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where

cr.
1

= TI.
1

+i1fs·
1

e (3.9)

(3.10)

with s. a physical point on a., and TI. the intrinsic parity of that
111

physical point.

The quantityo. appea~ing in (3.9) is what we shall call the
1

Reggeon naturality, and is a constant along an ordered Regge trajectory.

Another way to say this is that the exchange degenerate partners which

together compose an ordered (planar) Regge trajectory have the same

naturality 0., even though the intrinsic parity TI. and spin parity
1 1

s· -e·
(-1) 1 1 alternate at the physical points. One sees that, as cx

3
-+ S3'

Eq. (3.8) reproduces (3.5).

For fermions, the physical point parities TI. and naturalities
1

o. are, according to Eq. (3.9), out of phase by 90°. In the M-function
1

f 1 · 16 f · d Tep horma lsm one can prove rom cross1ng an t at

2s·
TI.n-:- = (-1) 1

1 1

A purist, allowing for the possible existence of self-conjugate

fermions, would have to accept imaginary parities for those fermions.

17As emphasized by Stapp the most reasonable convention is to give

all fermions imaginary intrinsic parities. (ToIler too uses this

.. 11)convent10n ..

as bosons.

In this case, naturality 0= ±1 for fermions as well

We leave to the reader a comparison of Eq. (3.9) with the more

common definition of naturality

n· =1

S· - E·
P.(-I) 11

1
(3. 11)

where intrinsic parity P. = ±1 for both bosons and fermions, and
1

€. = 0 for bosonsand one-half for fermions. Certainly for bosons,
1

n. = cr ••
1 1
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Once Eq. (3. 8) has been established, the argument ofEq. (3.1)

may be applied to give a parity condition for the single Regge vertex

shown in Fig. 6b:

(3.12)

This says, e.g., that two pions cannot couple to an n trajectory,

even though such a coupling is allowed by G-parity.

For the two-Reggon/one-particle vertex a condition sirnilarto

Eq. (3.12) results (see Fig. 6c):

= [01 e-inIDl] [02 e-~mm2] [ s -rn]. TI
3
(~1) 3 3

(3. 13)

The triple-Regge vertex is more complicated because one cannot

always link the three standard frames with z-boosts. In particular,

when ~(tl,t2,t3) is negative, the three frames are connected by

· 18 ( F· 16) C · 1 h· ,y-rotatl0ns see 1.g. . ·onvenlent y, t e parlty operator s

also connnutes with y-rotations; the parity argument then goes through

to yield

=

(3.14)

so that negating the Reggeon helicities is equivalent, for ~>O,

to multiplying by the product of the Reggeon naturalities, since

the helici ties cancel by Eq. (3. 2). However, si,ncey- and z-rotations
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do not commute, the helicityconditionof Eq. (3.2) is broken for

the spacelike triple-Regge vertex, .6 < o.

4. Caveats, and the Vertex V

We must now add two important qualifications to the preceding

equations of this section. As written, they apply to ToIler 3-point

M-ftDlctions with all particles and Reggeons being in the initial

"state" and with all spinor indices of the 1.D1dotted upper type (see

AppendixB).

To be consistent, certain particles and Reggeons must be put

into the final "state" of each vertex. We choose to let this convention

be determined by the direction of the ar~ws in, say, Fig. 15. Whenever

a particle or Reggeon is in the final state, the relevant bracketed

factor in Eqs. (3.5)-+ (3. 8) and (3.12) -+- (3.14) must be complex

conjugated.

Secondly, we must face the fact that inevitably some of the

helicity indices we are dealing with are of the undotted lower !ype.

These indices, marked underneath by dots as in Eq. (2.1), are necessarily

lower in order to preserve the spinor covarianceof the equations.

'When an amplitude with a lower undotted helicity index is covariated

as in Eq. (B.3), the D function must be replaced by D*. The net

result is that helicities in Eq. (3.2) corresponding to lowered

indices will enter with minus signs. However, the parity conditions

are the same, regardless of wh"~::her indices are upper or lower.

The vertices in which we are mainly interested have the form

of the central vertex of Eq. (2.11). In the notation of Appendix B

and with the conventions made above (and, as always, maintaining the

cyclic ring ordering) we write this vertex as
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(3.15)

The helicity and parityconditions for this vertex are then found

from Eqs. (3.2) and (3.13) and the above conventions:

+ m
4

= o (3.16)

= [
-imn~]* [ S4-ID4]* [ -imn7·] CX6S4CX 7

>cr 6 e II4 ( -1) >cr7 e V, ·
-m6-ID4-ID7

(3.17)

Once again it should be stressed that this vertex V has the

standard normalization ofa ToIler M-function, has dimensions of

energy, and (in addition to the labels shown) is a function only of

the invariants entering the vertex.

(4) TIlE UNITARITY PRODUCT

E h 11 · 1 · 13 h·" ..yen w en a partlc es carry spln, t e unltarlty equat10ns

for the momentum-space M-functions are completely characterized by

h 1 b bbl d · 19 h · h f "01'" 1 "t e usua· u e 1agrams ( toget er Wlt a set 0 lve s TU es,

internal line -27Tic 0+ (p2 2= - In )

independent loop = d4p/(-21Ticf)

pole 2
+ iE)= c/ (s - m

One needs also the relation between theM-function bubbles and the

raw connected parts:

(S )
c =

=

C-2wicf) 64 Cext) MC+)

C~2wicf)* 54 Cext) MC-)

In these re1ations, the constant f determines the normalization of

the single-particle states,
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<p,mIpt.,ni') =

and c gives the pole residue, as in Eq. (2.1). Authors naturally

differ in their conventions, e.g.,

ELOP: 19 c = 1 f = (271")3

Stapp: 12 c=i f (27T)
3=

Taylor: 13 c =-1 f 1/2=

Wefavor the convention of ELOP ~ but, shall always give results in

tenns of c and f.

Once a unitarity equation is expressed in terms of the Stapp-

Taylor M-functions ~ .... (Pl'P2 •.•• )' it may be converted to ToIler
1

M-functions via the inverse ofEq. (B.4). Details of this conversion

process with attention paid to the spinor indices will be given

elsewhere. 16

Before tackling the general multiperipheral unitarityproduct,

we first illustrate the form unitarity takes in terms of ~he ToIler

M-functions by writing down elastic unitarity as sketched in Fig. 7.

The formula is

x

(4.1)

where

=
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As usual, we are maintaining the ring f1.lllction ordering conventions. 7

The dots over the mg and m4 indices on the left slide of Eq. (4.1) are

necessary to maintain the spinorcovariance. The ro'tation functions

arise in the same way as the D(g) in Eq. (2.1), namely, from the

ToIler covariance condition shown in Eq. (B.3). We are anticipating

a system of standard reference frames to be reviewed shortly in which

it will turn out that these rotations will be pure y-rotations, X.,
1

whose presence was first noticed by Misheloff. 4 At t = 0 the rotations

all vanish, but for t < 0 they do not vanish and are determined up to

a sign by the peripheral invariants t. [see Section (5)].
1

From Eq. (4.1) it should be clear how the general n-body unitarity

product appears. Each intermediate particle gets a Mishe10ff rotation,

and the helicity indices are summed over systematically. Then-body

phase space is

=
n (.4 + 2 2dp. IS (p,. -m.)).

04 (ext) 'IT 1 1 1

i=l f
(4.2)

where, as in Eq. (B. 1) , p. = L(a. )p. . Sometimes it is useful to
111

visualize each produced particle asa cluster of variable mass and

spin, in which case Eq. (4.2) can be adjusted by replacing

+ 2 2 + 2 ~o (p. - m.) -+ 0 (p. - s.)ds. and adding spin sums ""s .•
1 1 1 1 1 1

We are now ready to insert·into the general n-body unitarity

product a model for the production amplitudes, namely, thernulti-

Regge production amplitudes developed in Section 2, which we now

write as

(4.3)
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This amplitude is shown in Fig. 8;1:he V's are the standard vertices

described in Section (3), and 'wearenow using m,T,pas helicity

labels.

It is perhaps useful to observe that the bracketed factors in

Eq. (4.3) have three sources of phase when a is real:

i)

if)

the azimuthal phase
m--n·

the phase (±i) 11

exp[-i(m_ep_ + r.<I>~)] from E(g.);
1 11 1 1

from 'the e-functions at z > 1

iii)

arising from the kinematic spin cuts (half angle factors)

in the amplitude;

the Regge phase of the signature factor ~ .•
1

Of these three phases, only the Regge phase will be incorporated into

the helicity pole propagator to be defined below.

Suppressing the ToIler a-arguments, we now state the n-body
1

multiperipheral unitarity product as

1 d2i 1SC = [
,'.

f ..SbSn° 005 1 5 0.. S a ]
-Cf1T dO· M

'n m'p' ... p'p'm'
b n loa

(4.4)

where each M-function on the right has a fonn as in Eq. (4.3), and

where d~ is given by Eq. (4.2). In (4.4) the only variables not

summed over are those withsubscripts a and b. The spins and

helicities appearing in (4.4) are labeled in Fig. 9 which shows the

n-body unitarity product with the multi-Regge amplitudes inserted.

Our notational plan is always to use primed variables for the upper

side of the ladder and unprimed for the lower side. The reader is

again~autioned about our multiple usage of the symbols s. (spin,
1

invariants), p. (momentum, helicity), and m. (helicity, mass).
1 1
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The next step in the program is to actually insert the production

amplitudes of Eq. (4.3) into (4.4) and make some sense out of the

resultant expression. We wish to show that Reggepoles in the upper

and lower amplitudes are converted into helicity poles in the central

kinematic level, and that it is these helicity poles which determine

the Reggeon loop which lies at the heart of all bootstrapand cylinder

calculations. Before we do this, however, we must make some comments

about the frames in the various kinematic levels.

(5) FRAMES

The study of the reference frames associated with the multi

peripheral ladder is at best a tedious and unpleasant business.

We propose only to outline the development of these frames and to

provide a few interpretations where useful. The ends of the multi

peripheral ladder, where the frames are slightly different, will be

completely ignored. Usually in multiperipheral analysis the end-rungs

(or at least one end-rung) are amputated, the physics is done, and

then later the end-rungs are reattached (see Appendix F); Regge

physics does not require the end-rungs and this is our justification

for ignoring them.

In the description which follows we have for no particular

reason adopted the notation of Ciafaloni, DeTar and Misheloff3 rather

than that of Mueller and~fuzinich.2

1. The Vertex

The frame analysis begins with the simple vertex sho\~ in

Fig. 10, where two spacelike momenta k1 and k2 meet a future tirnelike

momentum PI. Frame c is a rest frame of PI in which the 3-mornentum
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-+- ...
k 1 = k 2 points in the positivezdirection. Obviously ,frame c is

only defined up to a z-rotation,a £act we shall make use of later.

-1Frame bed) is obtained from framecby a z-boostV
1

(02 ) which

brings k
1

(k
2

) to spacelike rest [k
i

:;: (O,O,O,v'-t i )]. Clearly,

frames b and cl are linked bythez-boost qI = v 1+ (12. From momentum

conservation it is easy to compute these boosts in terms of the

invariants t 1 ' t 2 and SI:

=

= (5.1)

chq = (s -t - t ) I 2~ - '=t1 1 1 2 1 V -1.2

2The variable q may be interpreted as sensing the mass s flowing
1 1

up the cluster PI. By computing (k
2

-k I ) in frame b, one finds that

ql is positive .because P is future timelike.
1

The frames b,c,d defined above are the usual BCP frarnes 20

associated with a production vertex.

2. The Rung

We now combine two vertices to make one rnultiperipheral rung,

shown in Fig. 11. The triad of frames (b,c,d) just discussed appears

on the lower vertex, and a new triad .(b' ,c',d t
) appears on the upper

vertex. The primed boosts connecting the upper frames are given by

Eq. (5.1) with t. +t~.
11

Frames c and c t are both rest frames ofp and must therefore
1

be connected by some rotation g :;: RZ(<l>l)Ry(Xl)Rz(<l>~). We now use up

the z-rotation degree of freedom in defining each vertex frame triad

to set 4> 1 :;: 4>; :;: 0 so that the frames c and c tare 1inked by a pure
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y-rotationX1 • This is the Misheloff rotation mentioned in Section

(4). In AppendixE we interpret this variable asa cross channel

(t +(0) Regge variable z = cos(X);an expression for cos (X) will be

given below.

The six frames shown in Fig. 11 are now interlocked, and all

3-momenta are confined to the x-z plane.

Next, four new frames a,a',e,e' are added as shown in Fig. 12.

For example, frame a is obtained from frame b by an x-boost hI.

This boost of course does nothing to momentum k~b) = (O.O.O,~).

but is chosen so that k~ (a) is x-z like; Le., the boost hI clears

out the energy component of k' (b). Boost h' is chosen similarly so
1 1

(a')that k is x-z like. These statements may be summarized as follows:
1

It should be clear from Eq. (5.2) and the lack ofy-boosts in

the problem (so far) that frames a and a' are connected by a y

, 2
rotation, which we label S11 , • From the fact that t = (k 1 + k1 )

one quickly shows this rotation to be given in magnitude by

cosS 11 ' = (t + t' - t) /2v:::t: ~l.1 1 . .. 1 (5.3)

Then, from the loop equation on the left side of Fig. 12,

= (5.4)

one finds the magnitude of the Misheloff rotation

cosX 1 = (5.5)

Reordering the same loop equation one may then compute the boosts
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We have now described the frames a and a', and the new

transfonnations h ,hI and-e ,. In exact analogy one defines the
1 1 11

frames eand e '
,

and transformationsf
2

, £2 and 622, • Equations

similar to those above are then obtained by comparing Eq. (5.4) to

the right-side loop equation

3. The Central Level Frames

To the set of ten frames so far defined with respect to this

one mul tiperipheral rung, two final frames f and g are now added,

as shown in Fig. 13. We shall refer to frames like a,b,d,e as being

lower level frames, those like a',b',d',e' as being upper level, and

f and g as being frames in the central level. These central level

frames are in fact brick wall systems (bws) or Breit frames. We

define a bws frame for the system (k., k ~) to be any frame -in whi ch
1 1

ki + ki = 0, where lj. represents the first three components of the
"'-J "",." ~_

4-vector k.. We shall refer to such (t,x,y) objects as versori1
1

~

to distinguish them from the normal 3-vectors (x,y,z) like k..
1

Since ki + ki = 0 in a bws frame, the overall momentum transfer

Q = k. +k~ is at spacelikerest, Q = (O,O,O,y-:t"). In Appendix E
11

we perform a complex Lorentz transformation which converts bws frames

~ ~, -~to cms frames in which k. + k. = ° and Q = Cv t. ,0,0,0).
1 1

Now, frame f in Fig. 13 is that particular bws frame in which

versor k
1

points in the positive x direction, and versork2 is t-x
"'-J

like. Similarly, frame g is defined to put versor k2 in the positive
"'-J

x direction and to make ~ t-x like. These two frames f and g are
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thus linked by an x-boost VI whose magnitude we shall compute in a

moment.

In all bws frames for the system of momenta (k. ,k~)the
1 1

z-eomponents and versor magnitudesare the same, just as in all erns

frames the energy components and vectormagnitudes are the same.

We find

(k i )2 = (k!)2 - (k::c}2 - (k~)2
1 1 1

= ll(t. ,t~ ,t) / 4 (-t) - -k:
1 1 1

k7 = (-t - t. + t ~) /2v::t - z.
1 1 1 1

(k·~) z (-t t~ + t. ) / 2v-::t ,
= - - z.

1 1 1 1

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

Because our interest is limited to the interior runs of the t < 0

multiperipheral chain where the kinematics requires ll(t,t.,t~) < 0,
1 1

2we have defined -k i as above. When the symbol ki appears below as a

scalar, it refers to this versor magnitude (-kI)~ and should not be

confused with the 4-vector k ..
1

We wish to stress the similarity of Eqs. {S.7) through (5.9)

to the normal erns kinematics. If k. and k~ were future timelike
1 1

4-vectors with masses (t.)~ and (t~)~, then in any cms frame where
1 1

Q = (y"t,o, 0,0), t >0, one would have

(~. )2
].

=
,

!l(t. , t. , t) I 4 t
1 1

(5.10)

et
,

/ 2y:tE. = + t. t. )
1 1 1

,
(t

,
t. ) I 2VtE. = + t. ,

1 1 1

(5.11)

(5.12)

so that the versor magnitude k. is the analytic continuation of the
1

cross-channel ems momentum.
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Sometimes the variablesz .. and z~ shown above are written in
1 1

this way:
~

z .. = ~(_t)2 W..
1 1

where

z~ = ~(-t)~
1

+ W ..
1

(5.13)

W..
1

(5.14)

2The variables k. and w. are useful replacements for the Regge mass
1 1

,
variables t .. and t.,

1 1

t. = ~t - (k~ + w~)
111

w.. (-t)~
1

,
t.

1

In particular,

= J..it - (k~ +
1

2w.. ) +
1

w. (-t)~
1

(5.15)

dk.dw.
1 1

1=
2

dt.dt~
1 1

[ -A (t , t . , t ~ ) ]~
1 1

(5.16)

Applying the above definitions to frame f of Fig. 13 we have

k~(f) = (-k2shVl,-k2chVl'O,Z;).

(5.17)

Comparison of kef) to k{a) then shows these frames to be linked by1 . 1

a very simple y-rotatione 1 :
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Thus, the new framesf and g are interlocked withtheprevious

ten frames to give a total of twelve frames associated with this

single rung of the multiperiphera1 ladder. computingp~ = (k
2

~ ~

in "frame f we find that the boost v lis given by

k )2
1

""

where

(5.19)

2
PI = (5.20)

and all symbols on the right of Eq. (5.19) refer to versor magnitudes.

With t and all t. fixed, VI the 2 of the particlemeasures mass s
1 1

or cluster PI; in this sense the variable VI is similar to the BCP

variables ql and q~ appearing in Fig~ 11.

The complete set of twelve frames associated with the rung p
I

is shown in Fig. 14.

4 . Many Rungs

We are now ready to juxtapose two rungs of the rnultiperipheral

ladder,as shown in Fig. 15. In this figure one sees that the twelve-

frame systems associated with each rung are linked by a very important

y-boost called ~2. This variable measures the separation of the two

rungs in a quantity which would be called the gap rapidity· in a one-

dimensional model. Notice that the same variable ~2 appears in the

upper, lower, and central levels. The frames on the central level are

linked to tIle upper and lower levels by y-rotations like 8
1

of Fig. 13.

These rotations are given by the formulas one would guess looking at

Eq. (5.18) above, e.g.,

· e1 =sln· 2

,
cos8

2
= (5.21)
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The only transfonnationsnot shown in Fig. 15 are they-rotations

like all' appearing in Fig. 14. Obviously all' = al + e; .

lVe now make some remarks concerning the frames of Fig. 15.

First of all, most of the frames on the lower level are the usual BCP

frames referred to earlier. Since the tranformation labeled g connects
2

two frames in which k
2

is at spacelike rest, g2must be an 0(2,1)

-transformation. In BCP this &2 is written as

=

This form, known as the discrete-basis parametrization, goes all the

way back to Bargmann, but we have put a twiddle over the x-boost

parameter in order not to confuse that variable with our y-boost

variable ~2. The azimuthal rotations 112 and "2 are conjugate to the

Reggeon helicities in the sense discussed back in Section (2), and are

connected with the so-called ToIler angles w. =].1. + v... 1. Variable
1 1 1+

~2 is the Regge variable, i. e., z/= cosh (~2)' and is conjugate to

the angular momentum associated with the link k2, which is to say,

Q2 (see Fig. 8).

Although the same BCP 0(2,1) transformation g appears in Fig. 15,
2

it is parametrized differently, namely,

=

the so-called continuous-basis6 parametrization of 0(2,1). As already
,

noted, the same variable E::2 appears also in g2' the 0(2,1) transforma-

tion appropriate to the uppep production amplitude of Fig. 15.

Prior to leaving this section on frames, we wish to add one

more observation concerning the frames connected with the single rung

shown in Figs. 13 and 14. If one were to imagine the multiperipheral
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ladder on the right as generating a Reggeonin the central level, one

might draw the figure ,shown in Fig. 16, where we have redrawn the

frames a,a'and f ,and their connectingy-rotations .We just want

to remark that these three frames are the usual standard frames one

18associates with the triple Regge vertex in the configuration /). < 0,

and the thetas are the standard y-rotations. A similar remark applies

to the frame triad, g,e,e'.

We are now ready to convert the Regge poles of the upper and

lower amplitudes into,helicity poles in the central level.

(6) THE HELICITY POLE EXPANSION

Consider once again Fig. 15. In order to motivate the next

technical maneuver, we anticipate a diagonalization procedure which

will be explained in Section (9). The frames on the central level of

Fig. 15 are linked by alternating x-boosts v. andy-boosts ~ .. It will
1 1

turn out that these frames and variables are the relevant ones for the

diagonalized (or even undiagonalized) consideration of the multi-

peripheral ladder, the reason being that these are the bws frames

in which the overall4-momentum Q is at spacelikerest. We will

show that certain groupings of the v and ~ variables form convenient

O(2,1} transformations. For example, the combination

is an 0(2,1) transfonnationin the continuous-basis mentioned earlier

which in a certain sense surrounds the cluster P2 in the central level

of. Fig. 15. In the diagonalization process it will be shown that the

variable v
2

is conjugate to angular momentum j in the central level,
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while the boosts ~2 and ~3 are conjugate to complex helicity variables

A
2

and As- Helicity poles in thecomplexhelicityplane X will

correspond to powers of el~1 since these variables are Fourier

conjugates. It is for this reason that we shall now expand the upper

-0,-1 -a'-land lower Regge propagator functions E (g) andE (g') into

powers of el~l. These functions appear in Fig. 17, which represents

a portion of the multiperipheral chain, i.e., a portion of the unitarity

product of Eq. (4.4) with the model amplitudes of (4.3).

We shall refer to the form el~la as a helicity-pole term in the

exsame way one speaks of z asa Reggepole term, with the understanding

that the actual pole occurs in the plane of the conjugate variable,

be it helicity or angular momentum. Also, the square-bracketed

expressions in Fig. 17 will be called Reggeon propagators.

In Appendix C we give a derivation of the following (convergent)

he1icity-po1e expansion of the lower propagator E-function:

(6.1)

1~21 (a2- n2)
e

Recall that &2 = (f2'~2,h2)' and that f 2 and h2 are x-boost parameters

fixed by the t. [see Eq. (5.6)]. The quantity [a - n ] is the heZicity
122

of the Reggeon whose spin is <x2_When cx2 takes some general non

integral value, the Reggeon helicity takes the values a 2,a2
-1,

a2-2, .. - - in an infinite sequence. Werea2 to approach a physical

value S2 (which does not happen in the mu1tiperiphera1 region of course),

we would expect this sequence to truncate at helicity equal to -S2-

This truncation is affected by the interaction of the functions F
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appearing in Eq. (6.1) with the helicity nonsense-zeros present in

the standard ToIler vertices discussed in Section (3), the V of

Fig. 17. These functions F are given in Eq. (C.S). The new index

K
2

appearing in Eq. (6.1) will be connected with parity in Section (7).

Basically, K 2 = sign(~2).

The important point to be made about Eq. (6.1) is that each

helicityterm factorizes. It is not obvious that an expression like

(6.1) had to exist. A similar situation is encountered in a much more

complicated mathematical environment with the Regge pole expansion of

a single Toller/Lorentz pole. Regge poles there are the factorizing

daughters ofa ToIler pole, and helicity poles here are the factorizing

daughters of a Regge pole.

The fact that each helicity pole factorizes is the fact which

allows us to momentarily define a helicity pole propagator. This

concept will greatly reduce the bulge of complexity with which we

are now confronted. Had the helicity poles not factorized, we would

be in real trouble.

When all the Reggeon propagators [ ... ] in the unitarity

product of Fig. 17 are helicity-pole expanded according to Eq. (6.1),

certain factors may be grouped to ,the vertices, leaving a very simple

helicity pole propagator. The new rung with these regrouped factors

is shown in Fig. 18, and the helicity pole propagator is shown in

Fig. 19 and has the form

=
1~21 [(a2·n;l) + (a~-n~)]

e

(6.2)

h · h I~21. · cl -E (6 2')· h f hThe power to W 1ce 1S ra1se 1n" q. ., 1S t e sum at e

he1icities of the Reggeons in the (2,2') channel. Notice tllat each

of the helicities is in general a complex number, whereas the Reggeon
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helicities discussed in Section (2) were always integers or half-

integers. The reason is that here the Reggeon helicitiesare eigen-

values of the (non-Herrnitian) y-boost generator K2 which is generating

the boosts By(~). In Appendix Eit is shown that, when the structure

of Fig. 15 is continued to the t > 0 ems via a complex Lorentz

transformation, the generator K
2

is turned into a normal rotation

generator and the helicities become the normal (discrete valued)

helicities mentioned in Section (2). The variable ~2becomes a

rotation ($2 = i~2) which again measures the sum of the helicities
,

in the (2,2') channel, namely, m2 + m
2

•

The other important point to be made about the helicity-pole

propagator is that it still contains the physical (planar) poles in

the signature factor denominators, e.g.,

= [

-i1T(a -f ) ]22
e + 1"

•. 2simT(a
2

_ €2) 2
(2.7)

These poles generate the normal thresholds in the cross channel when

t is continued to t > o.

Turning now to the rung or kernel of Fig. 18, the helicity

. " ,surnmatlons T1,r1, P1,Pl' and m
2

,m
2

can be performed since they are

now detached from the rest of the chain by helicity-independent

(in tnis sense) helicity-pole propagators. We might first sum over

the upper and lower (discrete) helicitiesto go from Fig. 18 to

Fig.20a, renormalizin,g for the first time our standard vertices v.

The new vertex V is given by
(X)

-E
r m =_00
l' 2

(6.3)
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(Group-theoretically, this' corresponds to a ·conversion from the

discrete to the continuous helicity basis.)

Finally, we SlDD over the Misheloff rotation helicities p ,pt
1 1

to go from Fig. 20a to Fig. 20b, which shows the final kernel

(6.4)

This kernel is a function of the four Reggeon spins cx., helicities
1

cx. -n. ,and masses t.. Due to the kappa indices appearing inEq. (6.l),
1 1 1

the kernel is also a function of the kappa label on each side. This

particular kernel is a single particle kernel and thus depends on the

spin SI of that single particle. We could just as well have defined

p (the produced object) to be a cluster, in which case, as noted
1

earlier, Eq. (6.4) should be summed over SI.

Before concluding this section we wish to make a few additional

remarks about the critical helicity-pole expansion formula (6.1).

This formula, or something close to it, has been derived by other

workers2 ,4 as only an asymptotic expansion. We wish to emphasize

that (6.1) as derived in AppendixC is an exact and very convergent

'equality based on an elementary addition theorem of the second-kind

Legendre functions. In other approaches, the step in the argument

represented by (6.1) has been to some extent obscured by complicated

group theoretic arguments. For example, (6.1) can be interpreted in

terms of 0(2,1) mixed-basis matrix elements in the continuous series,

in which case the discrete index K has a certain mathematical meaning.

Alternatively, Eq. (6.1) can be related to the 0(2,1) analytically
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continued Clebsch-Gordon coefficients which couple angular momenta

between the upper, lower, and central kinematic levels in Fig. 15.

These approaches are no doubt correct, but introduce so much complica-

tion that one cannot tell for sure whether or not a fonnula is correct

without expending much effort. Our approach has been to consolidate

this group theory into a few easily verifiable addition theorems9

which are then used to derive various results.

(7) NATURALITY CONDITION FOR THE KERNEL

.In Section (3) it was shown that, after accounting for the

correct ToIler M-function notation for the vertex

= M (ak : a., a.)
mk~imj 1 J

(7.1)

the statement of parity invariance for the vertex in Fig. 18 is

=
2r *

[cr (-i) 1]
1

(7.2)

where cri is the Reggeon naturality of Eq. (3.9) and TI
1

the intrinsic

parity of the produced particle.

Insertion of the parity condition (7.2) into the definition

(6.3) of the renormalized vertex V then yields

= V_p (~Kl' -K2 )
1

(7.3)

When this result is in turn substituted into the definition (6.4)

of the kernel K, one finds

= (7.4)
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•which is the desired naturalityconditionfor the kernel.

We may now interpret Eq. (7.4) as saying: a parity transfonnation

on "the kernel is equivalent to mUltiplication by the product of the

naturalitiesofthe four attached Reggeons. To see why a parity

transfonnationnegates "land K
2

we refer to Fig. 21 which shows a

segment of the multiperipheral chain with its central level boost ;.

The figure also shows the same chain segment in a parity-inverted

world where the two frarnesare connected by some boost t'. These

inverted-world frames are connected to their non-inverted-world

counterparts by ToIler's parity transformation s' defined in Eq. (3.4).

Since

= (7.5)

one concludes that ~t = -~. This is what is meant by saying that

parity negates all the t-boosts in the chain, and therefore the

K. = sign(~.).
1 1

Equation (7.5) is one entry in the following table which shows

how the parity operators s and Sf affect the signs of rotation and

boost parameters:

Rx ~ Rz Bx By Bz

s + + + (7.6)
SI + + +

Notice that of all the variables listed in Fig. 15 and relating to the

mUltiperipheral chain, only they-boosts ~i are negated by parity st.

*This condition is derived in Ref. 5, Eq. (2.8), for tl1e production
of spinless particles only; see also Eqs. (2.7) and (2.10) of that
paper for a ToIler angle discussion, and Eq. (2 .. 16) \4/11icll relates
to our comments at the end of Section (6).
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If there werez-rotations-somewhere, these would also be negated by

s', as the table shows, and this fact has a bearing on the ToIler

angle which we mention here as a digression.

In the usual BCP analysis of the production amplitude shown,

e.g., in Fig. 8, one uses for the 0(2,1) transformations g the

discrete basis parameters Rz(ll)Bx(~)Rz(V)' which we mentioned at

the end of Section (S), and in terms of which the lower Reggeon

propagator function may be written

E-cx- l ( )mr g =
-irve (7.7)

If the asymptotic limit of this E function is taken [see Eqs. (A. IS)
~cx

and (A.l6)] to get (ch~) times helicity-factorizing factors, and if

these factors and the azimuthal exponentials are absorbed into

renormalizedvertices e and the helicity sums done, one obtains for

the production amplitudes the form

, (7.8)

where the p. are the helicities of the produced particles. Then from
1

Eq. (7.2), the parity condition for these renorrnalized vertices e
may be shown to be similar to Eq. (7.3),

= (7.9)

In the case of spinless produced particles, the vertex B is a function

only of the ToIler angle w1 = VI +1J2and Eq. (7.9) becomes

= (7 .10)

Finally, slightly renormalizing the vertices once again, we end up

with the asymptotic or phenomenological mu1ti-Regge amplitude for the

production of spinless particles along the chain
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,...., . <X2
6(001)(52 ) (7.11)

MUltiplying two such arnplitude5together to get the unitarity product,

one would identify the kernel as

KCW ,w')
1 1

= [SCW)] [BCW')]*
1 1

(7.12)

and this kernel would then have a naturality condition

= (7.13)

This condition is, however, just a special case of Eq. (7.4) which

was derived without any approximations. Therefore, aparitytransfor-

mation can be regarded either as negating the ~. variables in the
1

exact kinematic scheme, or as negating the ToIler angles in the

asymptotic production of spinless particles.

(8) TIlE MULTIPERIPHERAL CHAIN A~J}PHASE SPACE

In Section (6) the helicity-pole propagator P. and kernel K..
1 1)

were defined. Figure 22 shows how these quantities alternate to

compose the multiperipheral chain

(8.1)

The figure also shows the central level frames with their connecting

boosts. The V variables measure the "rapidity width" of the kernels

(clusters or single particles), whereas the ~ boosts measure the

rapidity width of the helicity-pole propagators. Since these

alternating boosts are not collinear Cv =B and ~1. =By)' the notion
i X

of additive rapidities arises only in the extreme relativistic limit

where
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(8.2)

becomes

(8.3)

The sums which are implicit in the chain (8.1) will be discussed

in a moment.

First, something must be said about the phase space. Each

particle or cluster (here K will be regarded.as a cluster) gets a

. It
momentum phase-space factor d p., where p. is the momentum flowing

1 1

up the cluster K.. 1. Replacing d4p. with d4k., where k. is the
1,1+ 1 1 1

4-momentum of the lower Reggeon of the system (i,i l
), and simply

evaluating this 4-momentum in one of the central level frames a few

4
removed from the frames nearest p., one may express d k. in terms of

1 1

the group variables appearing in Fig. 22. Recalling the meaning of

the central level frames, we have, e.g.,

=

=

= (8.4)

where kg (the versormagnitude) and Zg were defined in Eqs. (5.7) and

(5.13). From the last line of Eq. (8.4) we find that

=

=
2

21Tk dk dw
g 33

2
= [kgdkgd~2 d(ch"2)]dz g

• [d
2
;2 · d(ChV2)] (8.5)

where Z3 has been replaced by thews of Eq. (5.14). The portion

dkgdW g of the phase space is the so-called transverse integration

cl • f d 2 t h t. hbecause it can be expresse· 1n terms 0 p were p 1S t e
9 g
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transverse momentum of the cluster 3 whose parallel momentwncomponent

pI! is related to the standard rapidity variable. In tenus of the
3

invariants t
3

and t~ one can show,as in Eq. (5.16), that

= 1
2 v-6 (t, t 3 ,t ~)

(B.6)

The second factor in the last line of Eq. (B.5) shows the 0(2,1)

equivalent of the dr2 = d<p d(cose) one finds incmskinematics, e.g.,

elastic unitarity. The fact that d~2 d(chv
2
)/2n =dZ2 is apiece

of the 0(2,1) invariant measure (in continuous-basis parameters) is

what allows the exact diagonalization of the multiperipheral chain

onto central level angular momentum,as is done in the next section.

Th d f -1- - h h Ch G ldb L - - 22... e rea er amI lar WIt t e ew- 0 erger- ow approXImatIon

to the multiperipheral phase space will recognize the expression in

Eq. (B.6) as a portion of the asymptotic form of the quasi-erns phase

space of two clusters,

~ . ~
where (S1)2 and (5 2 )2 are the masses flowing up the two adjacent

clusters. In order to compare Eq. (8.5) with (B.7) we write,

shifting to the left one rung,

dg
1

d (ehv1)d (chV2 ) 8 Cv - v 1 - "2)

=
~

n[k (chv, ch"! ,ch"2)] 2

(B.8)

where k(x,y,z) = x2 + y2+ Z2 - 2xyz - 1. If it were true that v» V , V
1 2

throughout the entire phase space, one could approximate
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Then from formulas like Eq. (5.19),

one finds that

ch'V
1 =

2k k
1 2

,

and then

ds
1
ds 2

~

21fk
2 s
2

,

dk
2

dw 2 ds l ds 2 [t dt 2 dt; ] ds
l
ds

2
d4

k
v'-6(t, t

2
,t;)

~ =2 S S

- which is the CGL approximation (8.7). Since the approximation

s » SI ,52 is not particularly valid except in special cases like

double diffractive dissociation, one would expect a more accurate

result to be obtained in any related calculation (like the cylinder)

by using the exact phase space. Naturally, an exact angular momentum

diagonalization only works if this correct group phase space is

retained.

We now consider the sums implicit in (8.1) and Fig. 22. For

each segment or propagator of the multiperipheral chain there is a

sum of the form (e.g., for segment 2,2')

f dt.E
1 2

where

and

E
2

(8.9)
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(8.10)

withf being the normalization factor of Section (4). For each

fixed value oft
2

and t; [see Eq. (5.15)] and the discrete index 1(2'

and for each pair of Reggeons a
2
,a;, we sum over all of the helicity

poles labeled by n
2

,n;, these being the helicity daughters of the

Reggeons. Next, we sum over all possible upper and lower Reggeon

combinations.

integration.

next section.

Finally, we sum over K
2

and do the transverse

The group integrations dg. will be removed in the
1

(9) THE DIAGONALIZATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTIJM

To avoid confusing the mathematics with the physics, we briefly

discuss our diagonalization procedure; a fuller explanation may be

found elsewhere. 9

Consider the following mathematical relation among four functions

A, B, C, and D, each a function of three variables:

Schematically, this equation is represented in Fig. 23. If the

variables are in the range _co < (. <co and 0·<; v. < 00, we may
1 1

interpret the functions A, B, C,D as being defined ona certain

sector of the group SU(l,l) ""'0(2,1), and we write the same equation

in group theoretic notation as follows: .

(9.2)
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where g = (~,\l,~t), i l = ·(~l,\ll,O),etc. The variables g3 =

(~3,V3,~~)in Eq. (9.1) are functions of the other variables according

to the 5U(1,1) group multiplication g=g-lg_.lg. In Eq. (9.2) this3 .. 2 1

fact is made more explicit by use of an invariant delta function.

Equation (9.l) or (9.2) can be diagonaliz~d exactly by project-

ing the functions onto the continuous-basis representation functions

of SU(l.l). These functions are the second-kind generalized Legendre

functions ~\l(Z) discussed briefly in Appendix A and at great length

in Refs. 9 and 23. The diagonalization of (9.1) is given by

where

(9.3)

j ,
A

1..111'
=J dg ~j I (g) A(g)

1--11..1
(9.4)

and the projection of C is like that of B; D like that of A.

The invariant measures are

d~ d~t
dg = 27f d (chv) 27f

and the function ~(g) is defined as

(9.5)

(9.6)

(9.7)

~1.l1 (g) =
-ll~ Je

e ~, (chv)
111..1

(9.8)

with -~(z) given in Eq. (A.2)~

In the diagonalized equation (9.3), each group integration has

been replaced by a helicity contour integration running up the
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imaginary helicity axis. The source of this contour is the second-

kind addition theorem which, for convenience, we compare to the

first-kind addition theorem:

00

p~, (gl g2) = L P~(gl) P!un,(g2)

n=-oo

(9.9)

(9. 10)

The familiar helicity sum of the first-kind theorem (P functions

are essentially the rotation D functions) appears as a helicity

integration in the second-kind formula. In Ref. 9, Eq. (9.10) is

derived from (9.9) and interpreted group-theoretically.

When all the functions appearing in Eq. (9.1) are independent

of the ~. variables, the diagonalized equation simplifies somewhat,
1

= (9.11)

where
00

fj = ;~ d(chv) Qj(chV) F(v)
1

(9.12)

More generally this is not the case and the helicity contours

appearing inEq. (9.3) are shifted sideways to pick up helicity pole

contributions of the integrand. The A are the complex h~licity

variables to which we referred earlier.

In the particular mathematical example considered above, we

diagonalized a chain of three functions B, C, D. Hopefully it is

clear that a chain of any length may be similarly diagonalized.

Each projected function contains the diagonal angular momentum

projection label j along with two helicity labels which are system

atically tied to neighboring helicities by the " summations" JdA.
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We are, by the way, referring to j as angular momentum because,

in the Regge language,Eq. (9.4) is a true Foissart-Gribov projection

so that j is the analytic continuation of the true angular momentum.
~

In Eg. (F.S) we show how to recover a function A(g) from its

projections Aj
" Le., we give the inversion of formula (9.4).

111.l

(10) THE PLANAR BOOTSTRAP

1. Form of the Integral Equation

The basic multiperipheral chain was illustrated in Fig. 22, and

tie shall now be more specific. The contribution from three particles

or clusters to the 4-Reggeon ring discontinuity is givenby*

(10.1)

where the notations P, K, dg and ~ were defined in Egs. (6.2), (6.4),

(9.7), and (8.9). Since (10.1) is of the form (9.1), the diagon-

alization may be read from (9.3) to be

j dAjdAf j .. . j
= ~ .• i1T. i1T P

ll
(l)KllA (l,2)PA(2)KAA , (2,3)

2,3

(10.2)

where

*We have tried very hard to keep track of the normalization of ampli
tudes, but, alas, have lost the battle. Strictly speaking, if A is
a discontinuity, equations like (10.1) should contain the overall
factor - efn shown inEg. (4.4) 2n/ffor each dg, and an extra 11f
because 0(4) (ext) removes one d~ki. However, as we mention in
Section 10.8, and show in Fig. 29, A is not ToIler-normalized,
so we omit these overall factors. There is always a question of
how many nts and 2'5 appear in the phase space def> of the planar
bootstrap or Eq.(11. 24}, and we have therefore lost track of these
factors.
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00

(10.3)

00

P
ll

(1) = f ~; e-
llg

p1(g)
_00

Therefore, defining (3)Xj by
.1111 t

(10.4)

(3)Aj (1 4)
1111' ,

= P (1) (3) Aj (1 4) P t (4)
11 111.1" II

(10.5)

Eq. (10.2) may-be re-expressed as

(3) Aj (1 4)
111.l' , = '.~. t.· ~AJ. d.A'£..J 1'11" 1'11"

2,3
K~A(1,2)PA(2)~A,(2,3)PA,(3)Kf'1l,{3,4)

(10.6)

which is schematized in Fig. 24.

In the usual way one may write an integral equation for the

complete 4-Reggeon ring discontinuity which will be solved by a sum

of terms of the form (10.1). This integral equation reads

which may once again be diagonalized by inspection to give, together

with the definition (IO.S),

(10.8)

which is represented by Fig. 2S. The problem of obtaining the

4-particle discontinuity from the 4-Reggeon solution of (10.8) is

illustrated in Fig. 26 and discussed in Appendix F.

Near a Reggepole, the projected ring discontinuity A factorizes

(see Fig. 27):
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. j~a

AJ(13) I == '1T
~~' , rea)

a a
G

ll
(1 ;ex) G

ll
, (3 ;ex)

j-cx (10.9)

Taking the residue of the pole on both sides of (10.8) then yields

the vertex bootstrap

(10.10)

as shown in Fig. 28. The normalization of the triple-Regge couplings

Gis described in Section 10.5 below.

2. The Projected Helicity-PolePropagatorP
A
_

The helicity-pole propagator was defined in Eq. (6.2) to be

P
1
. (~) = 2~ H(i)e(~K.) exp[h. I~I],

1 1

where

(10.11)

H(i) -

h.
1

(a.-n.) + (a!-n~)
1 1 1 1

(10.12)

(10.13)

According to (10.4), the projected propagator takes the form

PA(i) = H(i) / (K.A - h.)
1 1

(10.14)

where we now see the actual helicity pole at A = K.h.•
1 1

In the ordered S-matrix,Regge trajectories must occur in

strongly exchange degenerate pairs. When the upper and lower signature

factors are summed over signature taking into account the exchange

degeneracy, one finds for the regular (untwisted) propagator P,

exp{.-i1T[ (ex. -E.) - (Ci~ - E~)]}
1 1 1 1

. ( ). (-It)Sln1T <l. - €. Sln1T cx. -€..
1 1 1 1

(10.15)
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For the twisted propagator ,xp used later in the cylinder discussion,

1~ .t~ ~."'., (T • ~. ) (1:" ~ .~~ )
11 ~ 1 1 ~ 1,

1:".T.
1 1

= .(lO.16)
sin7T(a. - E.) sin1T(a~ -E~)

1 1 1 1

3. The Projected Kernel and Its Threshold Behavior

In the kernel, shown schematically in Fig. 18, there are seven

quantities each of which depends on the kernel mass SI and therefore

on the variable v
1

0£ Eq. (5.19) ,so that computation of the proj ected

kernel (10.3),

00

= f d(chv) 0.~A(chv) K12 (v)
1

(10.3)

in tenns of the standardized vertex V is an unpleasant numerical task

which we shall not attempt. This task is, however, a necessary

aspect of the functional bootstrap to be mentioned below.

jLacking an analytic expression for K
llA

, we search for any

potentially useful information buried in formula (10.3). One such

piece of information is the threshold behavior which we now extract.

Since K~A(l,2) is a Froissart-Gribov projection, we are reminded

that it should be possible to find its threshold behavior in the usual

way. First, however, one must identify the threshold behavior of the

unprojected kernel.

In expanded notation one has

= =

wherek.is the versor magnitude (continued cmsmomenta) of the
1.

channel (i,i'),
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w. =
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1 ~ .. ~[-A(t,t. ,t.)] /2(-t)
]. 1

(t. - t~) 12(-t)~
1 1

We shall define "threshold behavior in the (i, i 1) channel" to be any

approach to the kinematic boundaryA(t,t.,t~) = 0 as shown, e.g., in
1 J.

Fig. 40, so that at the (1,1') threshold k1 -+0.

t~ here are negative.)
J.

(Variables t, t.,
1

To determine, then, the behavior ofK12 as k 1 or k2 vanishes,

we examine the functional and kinematic structures of K as shown in

Figs. 18 and 14. As demonstrated in Appendix D, as k1 -+ 0, one has

but when k
2

-+ 0 the situation is reversed

-1ch(f ) -+ const x (k) •
2 2

In Eq. (C.5) the function F(-h
1
), which appears as part of the kernel

in Fig. 18, is given roughly as

-ex,
(k) 1

1

Similarly,

Collecting similar factors from the upper vertex V of Fig. 18, one

may conclude that
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(10.17)

where K' is a reduced amplitude, real on the uncut portion of the

real taxis.

The threshold behavior of the projected kernel K~A may now be

fOWld from the Froissart-Gribov projection (10.3). Equation (5.19)

which expresses ch(v
1

) in terms of S1 shows that

as either k
1

or k
2

4 O. Therefore, using once again the large z
· - 1

behavior of ~J (z) ~ z-J- and remembering that the integration in
llV

Eq. (10.3) actually begins above Z= 1 at the lowest production

threshold of the kernel, we pick up the usual extra factor (k
1
k

2
)j,

so that the complete threshold behavior of the projected kernel is

given by

= (10.18)

When this kernel is continued to the physical cross channel

t > 0 and the four Reggeons taken to their physical points ,we

regain the usual threshold behavior given, e.g., by Jackson and

H· -t 24
1 e,

L 1 (min)
(k

1
)

where L. (min) = J - S. (max) and S. (max)
1 1·· ···1

, *= s. +s ..
1 1

*In deriving this threshold condition we have ignored parity which
causes the distinction between threshold and pseudothreshold and
which may raise some L(min) by one unit.
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Since the above analysis used only the kinematic structure

of Fig. IS , one may conclude that this threshold behavior is equally

applicable to the single-particle or clusterizedkernelsas well as

to the full amplitude.

4. The Naturality Diagonalization

In Section (7) it was shown that in a parity-conserving theory

the kernel K12 (V) has the parity condition

(10.19)

where the o. are the naturalities - as defined in Eq. (3.9) - of the
1

Reggeons attached to the kernel. The property (10.19) passes immed

iately to the proj ected kernel K~A via (10.3).

At this juncture it is convenient to convert all Froissart

projections like K~A of (10.3) to lower-case projections k~A

defined by

00

k~A(1,2) - f d(ChV)q~A(ChV) K12 (V)

1

(10.20)

where q is simply related to ~as in Eq. (A.13). The reason for

this change is that q has a simpler helicity-negation symmetry

than Q, a symmetry which of course is carried over into k~A'

= (10.21)

Combining (10.19) through (10.21) we find

(10.22)

One may now study the effect of this symmetry on the ring
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discontinuity components. Converting the (2)A equation to lower-

case projections as in Eq. (10.20), one finds

(2) a j (1 3)
lllJ ' ,

= '" "'r· d.AHj kj(l 2) P,\(2) k
j

(2 3) (10. 23)L.J
2

·L.J17T A llA' 1\ . All' , ,
K2

where the K2 surnhas been removed from~2 and explicitly displayed,

and where

Hl - r (j + 1 + A) r (j + 1 - A) (10.24)

From the symmetry of (10.22), and the obvious fact [see Eq.

(10.14)] that

= (10.25)

one may easily show from (10.23) - using the symmetry of the A

contour - that the symmetry of (10.22) propagates into (2)a,

= (10.26)

and similarly into all (n) a and the full a. The persistence of

this symmetry means that all our projected equations can be diagon-

alized in the 2x2 space of the kappa indices; this is the naturality

diagonalization discussed by Ciafaloni and Yesian. 5

We now perform this diagonalization on the following proto-

type equation

=L t- ?A
K ~. I1T

2

where p is any function, and a,b,c are any functions having the

symmetry of Eq. (10.26). Define

a j . (K·· K )aK K - K' f K ' I , l' 3
.• 1 3 ItA' 3 to"

(10.28)
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and similarly for band c, and notice that

(10.29)

(10.30)

In terms of the projections of definite naturality*

aa 1--[a
ff ++

t
+ 0°1°1 a ]

-+
(10.31)

Eq. (10.30) takes the diagonal form

Thus, the naturality diagonalization of (10.27) is given by

(10.32)

= Y~AJ 17f

where

(10.33)

ja
a
llll

, (10.34)

In terms of upper-case projections like (10.3), Eq. (10.27)

becomes

(10.35)

*Pora discussion of why a is identified with naturalitYJ the
reader is referred to page 438, equation (9.59) of the textbook
of Martin and Spearman,Ref.32.
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and its naturality diagonalization is given by

(10.36)

jcr
a ,(1,3)

llll

wi th proj ections of the form

j 0 1[.. j t r(j + 1+ ll) j ].
AlJlJ , = ff AlJlJ' (+,+) + GalaI r(j + 1 -lJ') A_lJ,ll' (-,+) ·

(10.37)

Now, since (104!8) is of the form (10.35), the naturality-

diagonal bootstrap equation can be read from (10.33),

= k~~, (1,3) +L f d~2.r ~;
a2a.~

and

x H(2)
A-h 2

(10.38)

(10.39)

where ± refers to the K values, and similarly for

a
j

, (1, -; 2, +)].. '
-ll,+ll

(10.40)

Left-shifting the helicity contour as suggested in Eq. (12.12)

yields this final form for the planar bootstrap equation:

jcr
a t (1,3)

lll.l = k~~, (1,3) + 2~ f d~2 H(2) ~2 k~~/1,2)
(l2 CX 2

tn 2n 2 (10.41)
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A A

where k is a projection ontoqof CA. 20) . All that remains is the

transverse integration dcP2and the sum over all upper and lower·loop

Reggeonsand their associated helicity pole daughters. With II = h
1

and l..l t = h g , Eq. (10.41) is a matrix (lattice) equation in the space

of the helicity indices.

In passing, we note that the apparent Regge cuts in (10.41)

due to poles of ~ should be cancelled by the nonsense zeros of
2

A "

the product k a .

5. The Bootstrap Problem

Equation (10.41) states the integral equation which is the

planar bootstrap for the four-Reggeon ring discontinuity. Assuming

the existence of a family of Regge trajectories {Cl.}, and given a
1

knowledge of the standard vertex Vijk , one cart in principle compute

the single-particle kernel K and its projection K~A. Since the

propagator is trivially known as in Eq. (10.14), one can then

search for solutions A of the integral equation. The existence of

a solution depends functionally on the Reggeon set {a.} and the form
1

of the vertex V.

The residue of the bootstrapequationat any Regge pole j = a,

where a e{a.}, yields the vertex bootstrap (10.10) which is perhaps
1

more interesting than the original equation because it contains only

one unknown function V(t p t 2 .t g ). given the Reggeon set {ail.

We return to the vertex bootstrap in a moment.

First we must note a certain inconvenient property of the

functions A of Eq. (lO.8) and the vertex G of (10.9). A side effect

of doing the helicity pole expansion is that these functions are not
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normalized in the sense of the standard ToIler M-function discussed

in Section (2). Figures 29 and 30 show schematically how A andG

are relatedto'thenonnalized ring amplitudes (ordered M-functions).

The functions F and F'are like the F's appearing in Fig. 18 and

Eq. (C.S). As noted earlier, the approximate role of these functions

is to convert the Reggeon helicity from the discrete values m, T,

p, ... as in Fig. 18 to the complex values (a - n).

Accounting for these nonnalization factors, we now rewrite the

vertex bootstrap in the extremely schematic form of Fig. 31 which

shows the bootstrap as a nonlinear functional integral equation of

the 3-point ring ampli tude and the Reggeon set {a
i
}. In principle,

this equation should allow the computation of the ordered triple-

Regge vertex as a function of all three arguments. To our knowledge,

this calculation has never been done.

6. Counting

Approximate bootstrap calculations using a very small leading

Reggeon set {a.} have often indicated that the single-particle kernel,
1

with experimentally determined couplings, does not have the strength

necessary to elevate the generated output trajectories to their

experimentally observed intercepts. Assuming that this result is

not an artifact of the approximations made, one must conclude that

the peripherality and/or the Regge-expansion convergence assumptions

which go into the mUltiperipheral model are simply not viable for

single-particle production, and one turns instead to cluster production.

One replaces the single-particle kernel with a cluster of limited

maximum width, but sufficiently broad so as to approximately
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Regge-factorize,eventhough there is no Regge pole in such a kernel.

This is the concept of the dotted Reggeon, and the program of Fig.

31 is then replaced with that of Fig. 32 which, when the left

coupling is boldly cancelled on both sides, gives the famous equation

n 1= gNg " of Ref. 25,whereN =N ·(flavor) .

In going to the multi-particle kernel, however, one encounters

certain counting problems which invalidate the diagonalization

procedure which led to the simple equation (10.8). Thenecessary

alterations involve pre-convoluting the cluster/kernel with a

-d 26,27 T -d h- · blpropagator on one 51 e. 0 aV01 t1S count1ng pro em, we

have chosen to concentrate instead on the cylinder calculation where

there is no counting difficulty.

(11) THE CYLINDER

The ordered or planar bootstrap discussed in the preceding

section consists of sewing together two ordered amplitudes (zero

handles, one boundary) in an ordered manner so as to obtain the

discontinuity of another ordered amplitude. By sewing together

ordered amplitudes (h=O, b=l) with a certain well-defined disorder,

one may construct the cylinder component (h=O, b=2) of the physical

4-point function. Figure 33 shows parts of this cylinder component

in several different notations. Figure 33a depicts, in quark diagram

notation, a particUlar contribution to thetwo-twist-pair piece

C(2) of the cylinder resulting fro~ the unitarity product of two

9-point ordered amplitudes. Figure 33b shows the complete C(2) ,

but the figure only has meaning in terms of discontinuities after
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the upper and lower Regge expansions have been inserted. These are

shown in Fig. 33c which is now drawn in the ring notation. Finally,

Figs. 33d and 33e display the topological meaning of the twists in

the absence of quark notation. To conform with the kinematic

diagrams like Fig. 15, we shall continue to use the notation of

Fig. 33c.

The full cylinder is defined as the sum of all its twist-pair

components,
ex>

C = L: C(n) (11.1)

n=l

When the C(2) component shown in Fig. 33c is diagonalized onto

angular momentum j, charge conjugation* L, and naturality CJ, one

obtains the triple pole configuration shown in Fig. 34 (when the

simplest assumptions are made for the j and flavor dependence of

the various elements, and when only the leading helicity pole of the

leading Reggeon pair is kept in each Reggeonloop)

where

(2)CL 111
g j _ a (Lk) j _ a. (Lk) j _ a. g (11.2)

k = k(t) = k(j,t) := f dcj>l· g(t,tl,t~)2 x [other factors].

(11.3)

In the phenomenology of Chew and Rosenzweig10 the cylinder-

shifts of the f, ft, w, and ~ trajectories are simple functions of

k, which is sometimes approximated by setting j =0,. Roughly, the

*We are relieving T from its tradition duty of representing signature
since signature seems to play such a small role in the ordered
S-rnatrix, and also because there are already too many Ctsfloating
around in Section (11).
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shifted f = pomeron has the intercept [inSU(l) ]

ap(O) - a(O) + k(a,O)

We wish to discuss the technique used to arrive at the

(11.4)

expression (11.3) for k and to suggest how k might more accurately

be calculated as ahelicity-pole expansion. After first diagonalizing

the charge conjugation, we review a one-dimensional cylinder calcu-

lation and then proceed to the three-dimensional helicity pole

analysis.

1. Diagonalization of the Charge Conjugation

Since the cylinder terms Cen) carry zero ad~itive quantum

numbers, it is desirable to diagonalize the charge conjugation in

addition to the naturality so that cylinder poles can be identified

with physical particles. This procedure is very simple, as we now

show.

The ordered ring discontinuitiescarry orientation indices

which have been suppressed throughout this paper. One might write

( 1,0'1 IA12,0'2) where 0'i = ±l depending on whether the ordered channel

7i lies in the clockwise or cOlD1terclockwise Hilbert space. As a

2x2 matrix in this orientation space, A is diagonal with equal

diagonal elements, (1,01 IAI2 ,02) = A Ocr a. Changing to the charge-
l' 2

conjugation basis Il,T} = [1 1 '°1=+) + TI1,01=-)] 1-.12", one finds that

(1,1"1 IA lz;r2 ) = A 01"1,1"2' so there is no need for A itself to carry

a L label.

In contrast, the twisted Reggeon propagator xp always connects

states of opposite orientation, <l'0'1I
x
pI2'0'2} = 00' -0' x p . In the

l' 2

T basis xp is again diagonal but the elements have opposite sign, so
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Xp · · lIb 1must carry a tr1vla Ta e ,

'where (11.5)

Therefore, the only effect of charge conjugation diagonaliza

tion is to add a T label to the c(n) and to replace xp -+ TXp every-

where.
\

By comparison, the untwisted Reggeon propagator P which appears

in the planar bootstrap does not mix orientations, so all contribu

tions A(n) to the ring discontinuity A are diagonal with equal

diagonal elements in the orientation space and therefore also in

the T basis, assuming the special case of zero additive quantum

numbers along the chain.

2. The Cylinder in Rapidity

For comparison with the kinematica11yaccurate (though still

physically slippery) cylinder calculation presented in the next

-sections, we review here a "typical" rapidity analysis of the cylinder.

For sirnp~icity, only one flavor is assumed instead of the three flavors

(with 1= 2 'f 3 symmetry breaking) used by Chew and Rosenzweig. 10

I f h 1 -d- Ch P- .28 - bIn tenns 0 t e usua rapl ·.1.tyor· ew- 19nott1 varla es,

and with the CGL phase-space approximation discussed earlier in

Section CB), one writes in the energy plane the one-twist term of

the cylinder as follows (see Fig. 35}:

f + + XT + + +
x. d<l>2 A(t;,x1,t;> P (g,t;) A(t;,x

2
,t;) ,

(11.6)
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with d<P2as given in Eq. (8.10). Here, Ais the absorptive part of

afour-Reggeon ring amplitude of rapidity width x., andxpl is the
1

twisted (no cosine) Reggeon propagator of gap width gto be given

below. The label l indicates that the equation has been diagonalized

in the charge conjugation, l = ±1.

Incorporating the Neveu-Schwarz shift a -+ a - 1, we normalize

our triple-Regge couplings in the usual way,

+ + a
R(t~,s,t;) - gl g2 r(l-a)(-s) (11. 7)

+ + 7T a
A(t~,s,t;) =

fCa) gl g2 (+s) (11.8)

and take for the Mellin-projected ring discontinuity a form exhibiting
'\

symmetric nonsense zeros,

+ +
A(t~ ,j ,t;)

(11.9)

The presence of nonsense-zeros in a Mellin projection is equivalent

to the absence of fixed-poles in the Froissart-Gribov projection;

we want such fixed-poles to be absent because we assume there to be

no fixed powers in the ring amplitude R(tf,s,t;).

The assumption of the first nonsense-zero in a Mellin projection

corresponds to the absence ofa constant tenn on the right-hand side

of a FMSR over A(ti,s,t;). By attempting to respect the analytic
- 29

structure of multi-Regge amplitudes, several authors have used

somewhat controversial asymmetric FMSR to argue that, in effect, the

amplitude shown in Eq. (11.9) should have a nonsense-zero on one

side or the other (depending on which external overlapping invariant

is held fixed), but not on both sides; i.e., that the form of (11.9)
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should be asymmetric. We feel, however, that the four-Reggeon

amplitude should be left/right symmetric, even if asymmetric NDC

is used in its generation, and this is our motivation for the form

(11.9), though we have no rigorous argument to support this conjecture.

One of the physical weaknesses of the cylinder calculation is

that small changes in the smooth (i.e. ,non-singular) j-dependence

of the projected planar amplitude, such as nonsense zeros, can cause

violent changes in the output pomeron location,3D so no calculation

can be trusted until the low-energy/smooth-j behavior of the planar

amplitude has been determined from the planar bootstrap. Hopefully,

such behavior might be computed from the helicity pole formalism.

Meanwhile, we shall use the form (11.9) only as a prototype and

continue our calculation.*

The twisted Reggeon propagator appearing in (11.6) is

=
,....., +

TH(t;) exp(gac )
2

(11.10)

In Mellin projection this becomes

= j-ac
2

(11.11)

with

= , (11.12)

which may be compared to (10.12) with (10.16).

Now, the C(l) equation (11.6) may be trivially Mellin diagon-

alized to yield

*Low energy data are, of course, helpful on this point.
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Inserting the expression (11.9) we find

(11.14)

with

(11.15)

By employing symmetric nonsense zeros in (11.9), we have removed the

Regge-cut generating factor of the propagator (11.11), and have added

another factor (j - ac ) in the numerator; k (j) is j -dependent.
2

From the diagonalized integral equation for the full cylinder,

or by simply summing the geometric series the first term of which is

given by (11.14), one finds that

-(J-.-_-a-)(--j_k__(~"""-')-_-T-k-(j-)~) [g3 (: ~ :::)}
(11.17)

which shows the pomeron (T = +) at the solution of

j = ex + k (j) (11.18)

Finally, adding C to the planar term A extinguishes the unshifted

pole in the manner of Ref. 10,

A(1,j,3) + CT (1,j,3)

(11.19)

and the symmetric nonsense zeros appear also in the cylindrically

corrected amplitude.
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3. The One-Twist Cylinder Term as a Helicity Pole Expansion

The typical multi-cluster contribution (3)A(~,v,~') tothe

four-Reggeon ring discontinuity was given in (10.1) and illustrated

in Fig. 22. The sum of all such terms defines the complete four-

Reggeon ring discontinuity in the "energy plane." Of necessity, the

object A contains the propagators on both·ends of the multiperipheral
-."

ladder. It is important to realize that A contains these end-

propagators in convoZution, so that, unlike the kernel,

cannot be written in the form

-." ,
A(~,v,~ )

Only after diagonalization can the end-propagators be removed as in

(10.5). For this reason, it is difficult to write cylinder terms 

in particular C(l) - in the energy plane, but very easy to write

these terms in projection, as we now show.

Let us define an extremely condensed notation so that, for

example, Eq. (10.1) or its diagonalization (10.2) both read:

(3)-'"
A = PKPKPKP

Similarly, the planar bootstrap reads

A = PKP + PKA

A= K + KPA

[energy plane, see (10.7)] ,

(11.20)
[j-plane, see (10.8)]

In this notation, the C(l) cylinder term may be written in the

energy plane as

-"'(1)
C = AKPxKA + PKPxKA + AKPxKP + PKPxKP , (11.21)

where Px is the twisted helicity pole propagator (see below). The
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diagonalization of (11.21) is, in our condensed notation, again

(11.21). Once (11.21) has been diagonalized, we may use (10.5) to

expose the propagators so that

"'(1)
C = P[APK + K]Px[KPA +K]P

Inserting the planar bootstrap (11.20) twice yields

(j-plane). (11.22)

(j -plane) . (11.23)

Finally, in analogy to (10.5), we define C(1) in terms of C(l)

to get

C(l) = APxA (j -plane) ,

which, in full j-plane no~ation, reads

(l)C~l1' (1,3) =~j ~; A~A (1,2) xPA (2) A~l1' (2,3) (11.24)

This equation, illustrated in Fig. 36, gives the projected one-twist

cylinder term in tenns of the projected ring discontinuity A which

*solves the bootstrap (10.8). From (10.14),

= H(2)
K A - h

2 22

(11.25)

where H(2) is given by (10.12) with the signature-factor product

replaced this time by (10.16).

Adding the naturality and charge conjugation labels [see

Sections (10.4) and (11.1)], (11.24) becomes

(1)CjOT (1 3) = ""j. dA jO [T] jO
1111" ~. ·hr H(2) .\A(1 ,2) A_ h

2
AA11' (2,3)

*Notice that Eq. (11.24) does not say C(l) = KPx K.

(11.26)
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L jcr
A- h

2
aAll , (2,3)

(11.27)

(l)C JOT (1 3)
1..11..1 t ,

or, in terms of the lower-case projections of (10.20),

= L .. j·· ~A H(2) H
j a jcr

(1 2)2.· 1U . A· ~~.,

with H~ = r (j + 1 + A) r (j + 1 - A) •

4. Angular Momentum vs. Helicity

We pause to make a few observations about Eq. (11.27). First,

it should be clear that the "Reggeonpropagator" (11.25) is not

directly related to the angular momentum j, in contrast to the

feeling one gets from the rapidity approximation. That is, the

leading helicity-pole propagator has the form 1/(~ - h
2
), not

l/(j- (lc) as in Eq. (11.13). As emphasized in Appendix E, the

variable ~ which measures the energy dependence of the object we

loosely call a Reggeon propagator is the analytic continuation of an

azimuthal Euler angle, not a central Euler angle like e of (<I>,e,<I>').

Therefore, the correctly projected propagator is a function of the

variable conjugate to that continued azimuth ~, namely, the continued

helicity ~, and not the angular momentum j. The rapidity formalism

with its collinear boosts is incapable of distinguishing angular

momentum from helicity, and projects everything onto a hybridized

Mellin projection index "3". One feels that asymptotically - i.e.,

near singularities in the projection index - this hybridization is

acceptable. Even so, it seems unlikely that the low-energy behavior

of a planar discontinuity could be determined from a planar bootstrap

which uses such an approximation, and the same goes for the cylinder.

For example, it is just this distinction between j and the variable

A (which is forced to the valueh
2

= (le + 1) which gives rise to the
2

threshold factor appearing in Eq. (11.38) below.
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5. Regge Cuts and Nonsense Zeros

The A-plane for Eq. (11.27) is shown in Fig. 37. As j is

varied, the helicitycontour is repeatedly pinched between thehelicity

pole at A = h
2

and the poles of r (j + 1 - A). Each pinch generates a

pole in j which is in turn converted to a Regge cut by the transverse

integration d<P
2

• These j-plane poles are, of course, explicit when

the helicity contour in (11.27) is left-shifted as per (12.12) to

give

(1)CjcrT (1 3)
1111 t ,

(11.28)

Keeping only the leading helicity poles of the leading Reggeons

so that

h
2

(11.29)

and setting ~ = 11' = 0, (11.28) becomes

(11.30)

which may be compared to the rapidity result (11.13),

(11.31)

Whereas (11.31) shows only the first Regge cut, (11.30) exhibits

the complete family of Regge cuts associated with the Reggeon pair

Recall, however, that if the upper-case projections
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lack fixed poles at the nonsense points, the lower case a j ~ h~e
l.lll

nonsense zeros. We presume, then, that these amplitudes in fact have

a string of nonsense zeros which cancel all thegarnma function poles

and thereby eliminate all Regge cuts from the cylinder, just as we

contrived to do in the rapidity model. More significantly, the same

mechanism should remove Regge cuts from the planar bootstrap.

Unfortunately, we have been unable to pursue this question due to a

technical difficulty which we discuss in Section (12).

6. The Complete Twisted Reggeon Loop

Since the A's appearing in (11.26) are the projections of ring

discontinuities, their j-plane singularity structure contains, hope-

fully, only Regge poles. We then write as an asymptotic series,

A~A (1,2) = L:
ex

[~G~cr(l;a)] [I;fu G1
cr

(2;a)]

(j - ex)
(11.32)

where the G are triple-Regge couplings,

=
j cr , ,

G (a. ,Cl.; t. ,t. ; Cl,t)
lJ 1 1 1 1

whose nonnalization was discussed in Section (10.5) and shown in

Fig. 30. Near a particular Regge-pole, Eq. (11.32) reduces to the

form (10.9) given earlier, but in general we wish to maintain the

j-dependence in the triple-Regge couplings, as discussed below.

Since Gj (l;a) couples two Reggeons (a
1
,a;) to a third Reggeon a,

it is clear that the coupling vanishes if a has the wrong naturality,

so we now drop the naturality label, keeping in mind that (11.32)

represents a sum only over trajectories of the proper naturality.
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Inserting the pure Reggepole expansion (11.32) twice into

(11.26), we find for the projected one-twist cylinder term

(l)C j l .(1 3)
1-11-1 t ,

where

=:2:[I rra) G~ (1 ;a)] j =a {Lk~a' (t)} j _la'
a,a t

x [/r(~') G~, (3;a')J (11.33)

=

When the helicity contour is shifted to the left as suggested in

Section (12), the resultant k is

= ____2'IT__ 1: H(2) [G(2;a)]~ [G(2;a')]~
v'r(a)r(lt) 2 2 2

(11.35)

In our Regge pole expansion (11.32) for the ordered four

Reggeon discontinuity A~A(1,2), we have exhibited the triple-Regge

couplings- as being j-dependent, just as in the rapidity version (11.9).

Usually Regge couplings are presumed to be independent of j, e.g.,

=
YaYb

(j - a)

so we wish to comment on this point. The Regge expansion given in

(11.32) is supposed to be a reasonable approximation to the exact

jpartial wave amplitude A
VA

(1,2). However, we know from (10.18) that

wh~n k
1

-+ 0 or k 2 -+ 0 [k. are the continued ems momenta, see Eq. (5.7)],
1 .

the partial wave amplitude A~A(1,2) must exhibit the characteristic

threshold behavior,

[A(1,2)]~A = (11.36)
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Therefore, in order that the (finite) Regge expansion (11.32) be

accurate, we must assume that the couplings also exhibit this threshold

behavior,

(11.37)

We might then ignore the j-dependence of the residual coupling G'.

In particular, we have already noted that G' should have no fixed

poles in j.

Therefore, a model for the complete twisted Reggeon loop k

accounting for this threshold behavior and lack of fixed poles is

=

(11.38)

where we have used
2

d$2 = (2wjf) k dkdw as given in tq. (8.10), and

where H(2) is Eq. (10.12) with (10.16). In the past, expressions

for k have not shown this threshold behavior because the proj ected

triple-Regge coupling has been identified with the j-independent dual

coupling

,
g(t,t

2
,t

2
) = rea + 1)

r (a - (le )
2

The complete twisted Reggeon loop and its relation to C(1) are

shown in Fig. 38. There, the loop is cross-hatched to indicate that

it is a compZete twisted Reggeon loop incorporating the effects of all

the helicitypoles of all Reggeon pairs.
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We may now compare this precise Reggeon loop to its approximation

in the rapidity model as given in Eq. (11.15). First, since we have

included more than one Regge pole in our approximation to Aj
, the k

of (11.38) is a matrix in the space.of the Reggeonset {ex.}, whereas
1

(11.15) shows only the leading diagonal element of this matrix.

Secondly, the usual nurneratorgammafunctions of (11.12) which contain

the physical poles of the propagator, now appear as sines in the

denominator of the factor H(2), with the job of ghost removal now

incumbant upon the couplings G in the sense of Eq. (2.8). We have

retained the E
2

, E~ factors inH(2) to allow for ferrnionson the top

and/or bottom of the Reggeon loop. For example, the upper and lower

Reggeons must both be baryons in the contribution to the cylinder

which mixes regular mesons with baryonium states,31 (see Fig. 39).

Finally, the k appearing in (11.15) contains only the leading pair

of Reggeons (a2,a~), and only the leading helicity pole corresponding

to that pair, i.e., n
2

= n~ = o.

7~ The Full Cylinder

So far we have discussed the zero and one-loop contributions to

the full cylinder, Eqs. (11.32) and (11.33), which we now rewrite in

an abbreviated notation

= g(l). P. g(3).
111

= g(l). P. K.. P. g(3).
1 1 1J J J

( . .) -1 .where now P. = J - cx. . and K.. = Tka .a ..
1 1 1J 1 J

cylinder including the planar part,
00

C(1,3) = L: C(n) (1,3)

n=O

To compute the full
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we remove the external couplings on the ends to make matrices of the

cen), and we replace the P. with diagonal matrices
1

P ..
1J

= 0.. P. =
1J 1

.. -1o... (J - a.)
1J . 1

Then C is a geometric matrix series which one sums to get

[C(1,3)] ...
1J

= [P+PKP+ ... ] .. = [P-1_Kf
1

=
1J ij

[ T -1 ]cof (P- K)· ...
1J

-1det (P - K)

The locations of the poles of the full cylinder are then determined by

where

det D(j,t) = 0

[D(j, t)]...= (j- a. et) )0 .. - Tk~. et)
1) 1 1J 1)

(11.39)

(11.40)

with k ... as given in Eq. (11.34). In practice, one can restrict to
1J

a small number of leading planar trajectories and include symmetry

breaking. If the matrix space is crudely limited to one dimension,

Eq. (11.40) shows that k recovers its simple significance as the

shift between the pomeron and planar Reggeon in theone-flavor model,

as in Eq. (11.18).

(12) FIXED POLES, NONSENSE ZEROS, AND

THE HELICITY CONTOUR PROBLEM

Whereas the diagonalization procedure described in Section (9)

is straightforward, the problem of shifting the helicity contour in

thediagonalized equation is still, we feel, an unresolved question.

Rather than bury this discussion in the cylinder calculation above,

we thought it best to expose the problem clearly in the hope that

someone will solve it, and to show the drastic assumption we make °in

the end. The problem described here in effect blocks the completion
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of the helicitypole expansion program.

Consider a simpler version of Eq. (9.1),

or its diagonalization

A~ll' = t~; ~~A cill ,

with projections as given in Eqs.(9.4) and (9.5), which we now

write as

(12.1)

(12.2)

j
CAll'

ex>

= f dz ~ill' (z) CAll' (v)

1

(z =chv) (12.3)

and similarly for A~ll" but for ~~A we have

(12.4)

~ (v)
11

00

= f ~;
_00

~\ (z) ~ (v)111\ . 11 (12.5)

(12.6)

The functions ~~ll' (z), like the regular Qj (z), have poles in j

and therefore (it turns out) in A and 11', and this certainly suggests

that the projections like C~llt of Eq. (12.3) might also have these

"fixed poles," although this is not necessarily the case. Neverthe-

less, it is useful to cQnvert from the functions~~ll' to the q~ll' of

Eq. (A.I3) which are analytic in j, A, 11' and have no zeros, at least

for Re(j) > -1. Defining new, lower-case projections as in Section

(10) ,

00

- f dz q~ll t (z) CAll' (v)
1

(12. 7)
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we can say that if C~ll' has no "fixed poles," then c~ll t must have

zeros (nonsense zeros), since c is the residue of the pole in C.

(In this sense, c is closer to the Mellin projection than C.)

In terms of the lower-case projections, (12.2) becomes

(12.8)

where H~ = r(j + 1 + A)r(j + 1 - A). As A -+ ±ioo , H~ -+ exp(-1T1 AI),
providing the excellent apparent convergence for the helicity inte-

gration. One pays a price to get this exponential damping, however;

H{ has poles going off in both real directions in the A-plane (see

Fig. 37). Suppose ~~A is analytic in A and c~ll' has a simple pole at,

say, A=h = -1 + i. One would like to say that, when the contour is shifted

to the left, this pole makes a contribution to a~ll" However, the poles

of H~ also make contributions, and to make matters worse, the poles of

jcAll' at A= h can pinch the contour against all the poles of r (j + 1 - A)

causing a~ll' to have poles in j ("Regge cuts"). Since Regge cuts are

unwanted in the cylinder or planar bootstrap, we would like to claim

that the poles of r(j+ 1 - A) are cancelled by non5:ense zeros in the

projections like c~ll" which is to say, the Froissart-Gribov projection

C~ll' has no fixed poles. This sounds reasonable if C{ll' is the

projection of an ordered (planar) amplitude where fixed poles must

be absent so that the Regge cut discontinuity formulas give zero

discontinuity, circularly speaking.

Granting that the product has full nonsense zeros to

cancel the poles of r(j + 1 - A) and remove Regge cuts, one must still

consider the problem o'f shifting the contour. It must be impossible

to shift to the right because then one gets a~ll' = 0, certainly not
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desirable. Shifting to the left yields a contribution from the pole

at A= h,but still there are all the poles off (j+1+A) . The conj ec-

tured form of the helicity nonsense zeros ofEq. (2.8) suggests that

the zeros in the A-plane should be symmetric and therefore the poles

off(j+l+A) are also killed (although the dA convergence is now

jeopardized by the removal of Ht).

Now, presumably, the integrand of Eq. (12.8) is analytic in A

except for the pole at A=h (the "helicity pole") and we would like

to say: shift the contour to the left, pick up the helicity pole

contribution, and hope the contour integration vanishes as it is

shifted off to Re(A) = _00.

However, in the C{l) cylinder calculation of Section {It) we

found that, aside from the helicity pole, the integt'and was symmetric

in A, so that if we disallow a shift to the right, we must also

disallow a shift to the left.

The situation is analogous to the problem of the Sommerfeld

Watson representation which is resolved by the "Mandlestam trick" of

replacing the poorly behaved functions pj with j-decaying functions

like Q.. In Ref. 3 it is suggested that a similar procedure be applied
J

in the present context. Presumably the projections ct~t are badly

behaved as Re CA) -+ ±oo because the q~J..ll are badly behaved. As shown

in Appendix A, one can decompose

= (12.9)

Aj
where qA~' has poles only on the right, those of r(j+l-A), and is

well behaved as Re(A) ~ -00, as can be shown by applying Watson's Lemma
A

to the integral representation, Eq. {A. IS). Defining projections ~

A

and c in the obvious way , (12.8) becomes
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=

The two cross terms either

Now, sadly, one does not really know the large ~behavior of the

various projections because, looking at (12.7): (a) infinite range

At this point one throws up one's hands and makes a guess. Of

the four terms on the right side of (12.10), the fourth terrnmay be

harmlessly shifted off to the right where the projections~j '\ and
-lJ,-1\

Aj
c, ,have at least power decay.

-1\,-11

cancel, or may also be shifted off to the right, also yielding no

contribution to aj ,. The first term TTlUst be shifted to the left,
llll

Aj Aj
in the direction that U and c are at worst power behaved.

P llA . All'

This term picks up thehelicity pole at A=h, giving the final result

= 2H
j

• ~j Res [~j .Jh . llh hll' (12.11)

or, in terms of the original equation,

(12.12)

In this paper, we have made the assumption that (12.2) can be

replaced with (12.11) or (12.12) in the following locations: (10.41),

( 11 . 28), (11 . 30), ( 11 .35) , and ( 11 . 38) .
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APPENDIX A

SOME USEFUL FUNCTIONS

References 9 and 23 describe at length the properties of the

generalized Legendre functions P~v and ~~V' Here we reproduce only

their definitions and basic symmetry properties:

=
( 12-Z.)F j+l+v, -j+v; V-11+1;

r (v - II + 1)

(A.!)

~~v(z) (
1)~(1l+V)

= ~ r(j+l+~)r(j+l-v) ~:1

F(j+l+~, j+l+v; 2j+2; _2_)
l-zx

r(2j + 2)

( )
-j-1z-1

-2-

(A.2)

pj = pj pj = p-j-l
l.lV -v, -ll llV l.lV

(A.3)

~~v = ~j ~~v = Gj
~~~-V,-l.l llV

where

Gj = r(j+l+1.1)r{j+1-v) (A.4)
l.lV r(j+l-1.1)r(j+l+v)

All variables are general complex numbers. Sometimes we make use of

the following combination:

~~, (g) =
_llt~t

e (A.5)

The usual rotation d-functions 32 are giyen by [± for Im(z) ~ 0]

or

d
j

,(z)
nun = (±i)m-m' (Gj )~ pj (z)

m'm mm' (A.6)
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· ~ e m'-m . em'+m
(G~tm) (+sin 2) (COS 2)

F( · l' · t t 1 .28 )J+ +m, -J+m; m-m+ ; S1D '2

r(m t -m+1)

When j,m,m' are all integers or half-integers, one has

dj
t (-z)m,-m

d~t (a=n) =

j+m j
(-1) d t (z)mm

j-m'
(-1) tSm,_m t

(A.B)

As usual, the complete rotation-group matrix element is given by

D~t (g) = = e-im~dj t (a)
mm

-im'cI>'e (A.9)

The accompanying second-kind e-functions33 are defined by

with

e
j

t (z)mm = , (A.IO)

E~t (g) = -im~ j ~ -im've e,(ch~) emm
(A.II)

The d and e functions have these helicity symmetries:

(_l)m-m' d
j = d

j = d
j ,

mm' m'm -m,-m'

(_l-)m-m' e j
= ei = e

j
mm' m'm -m,-m'

(A. 12)

Sometirnesitis convenient to use still another version of the

second-kind function,

= r (j + 1 + ll) r(j + 1 - V)
(A. 13)

This q-function has the advantages of being analytic in i, ll, v, and
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having very simple symmetries:

= (A.14 )

The asymptotic behavior is given by

q~v (z)
2
j -j-l

lim z
= r(2j + 2)

z+oo

and the relation between q and e is

(A. IS)

e
j

,(z)
mm

=
m-m'

(±i) [Hj J~ qrnmj ,(z)
mm'

(A. 16)

where Hj = Hj H
j and Hj = r(j+l+11)r(j+l-11). An integral

mm' mm' II
· f · eb 34representatl0n or q 1S glven . y

where

00

= ~ f da f(a)
_00

CA.17)

f(a) = e -lla (chv + shv charj-l[efJ. + th(vI2) ]A
1 + eath (vI2)

jSince qllA is analytic in ll, and has no identical zeros, the function

on the left-hand side of Eq. (A.17) has poles going off in both

directions in the ll-plane. By decomposing the integral into two

parts, it is possible to produce a function which has poles only

on the right,
o

H~ ~A (chv) ::; ~Jda f(a)
_00

(A.18)

and is well behaved as Re(ll) -+ -00. Comparing (A.18) with (A.17), we

find

j
qllA = CA.19)
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Letting e-
cx

=ll in (A.18) and using Bateman t s
35

formula [5.8.2(5)],

qmay be shown to be a two-variable hypergeometricfunction

where

x
FI (cx,s,a l ,y; -th ~ , -cth ¥)

fey)

y = a+l = j+2-11

S = j+l+A

a' = j+l-A

(A.20)

The poles mentioned above are now evident.
A

Our functions q and q

appear in Ref. 3 as d-functions [no conrlection to Eq. (A.6) above] :

=

(A.21)

=
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APPENDIX B

TOLLER M-FUNCTIONS

We present here the definition and some basic properties of the

ToIler M-functions used in Section (2). Our conventions differ some

what from TOller'sll and will be presented in detail elsewhere. 16

As noted earlier, the M-function formalism applies ·equally well to

7the physical or ordered S-matrix connected parts.

A ToIler M-function representing a 2-to-3 amplitude may be

defined as follows:

where

(
~rn5 t ~m4 t ~m3 t I

- [ps lu (as) 0 [P4 lu (a4) ~ [P
3

lu (a 3 )

scIU(a1) 1i>:1)~u(a2)Ii>:2)) , (B.I)

4
<5 (ext)

p.
1

p.
1

=

=

=

4
<5 (p 1 .+ P 2 - P 3 - P 4 - ps)

L(a.)p.
1 1

(m. ,0,0,0) ,
1

and the constant A = -27Ticf is discussed at the start of Section (4).

The L(a.) are the 4x4 Lorentz matrices which act on 4-vectors, whereas
1

the U(a.) are unitary operators which represent the elements (O,a.)
1 1

of the Poincare group in the single-particle Hilbert space. The

states I ) and I ] are defined and discussed in Ref. 13; basically

they are linear combinations of the usual I ) states which are

designed to transform as undotted and dottedspinor representations

of the Lorentz group. In Eq. (B.l) all helicity (spinor) indices are
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of the undotted upper (contravariant) type. Generally there are four

kinds of spinor indices: m mx, x,x , and x. ,which can be raised
m m

(Gacts on the left) or lowered (G acts on the right) by an anti-

symmetric metric spinor

G 1mm = mm'
G = G•• ,

mm
= = s

d ,(-1T)mm

where s is the spin of the particle involved. Except on a few

occasions we use only the xm and x index types. However, in order
m

to allow room for explicit spin labels like s , we have adopted the

following notation:

=

That is, upper indices are written as lower, and lower indices are

also written as lower, but with a dot underneath, this dot having no

mrelation to the dots of x and x..
m

The only properties of the ToIler M-functions stated here are

the invariance and covariance conditions. Other properties such as

crossing, Tep, Reggization, etc. will be discussed elsewhere. 16

The statement of Lorentz invariance in terms of ToIler M-functions

is very simple:

(B.2)

This invariance condition, inunediately evident from the definition

(B.I) since the operators U(a) are unitary, states that a ToIler M-

function transforms as a Lorentz scalar. The equation is the same

for all types of spinor indices as long as both sides match.

In addition to the above overall invariance condition, the
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ToIler M-functions have a covariance condition on each particle, e.g.,

(B.3)

where g is any rotation. The covariance conditions are also obvious

from Eq. (B.I), given that the rest states fpm) transform in the same

way under rotations as the usual Ip,m) states, while the states Ipm]

transform as n*.

ToIler extends his covariance condition to include parity,

rotations and parity comprising the complete little group H+ of a

rest 4-vector. This matter is discussed further in Section (3).

To verify the counting of variables, one finds for the general

n-point ToIler amplitude:

nx6

-n x 3

-6

-4

3n - 10 .

each a. =6 variables
1

covariances

invariance

04 (ext)

Finally, the ToIler M-functions are related to the momentum-

13 12space M-functions (spinorial amplitudes) of Taylor (Stapp) by

M (a a a a a)m m In In m l' 2' 3' 4' 5
1 2 3 4 5

(B.4)
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(0 S·) . 13 16whereD· , 1 .are certain spinor representation functlons 'of

SL(2,C),andp. = L(q.)p .•
111

ToIler has shown that the n-pointfunction M (a ... ) ism•••

analytic in [SL(2,C)x SL(2,C)]n ~ [complex Lorentz group]n, the only

singularities being reflections via p. =L(a. Jp. ~ of the positive-a
111

Landau singularities which are the only singularities in the p. of
1

the Stapp M-functions (e.g., nonnal thresholds, poles, triangles);

kinematic singularities and constraints are not present. However,
\

when the M Ca, ... ) are confined to certain surfaces within
m•••

[SL(2,C)2]n, as by using the standard frames of Section (5), these

kinematic singularities reappear. This is obvious when one realizes,

e.g., that the Toller4-point function, when written as a function of

geO(3), is an ordinary helicity amplitude.
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APPENDIXC

THE HELICITYPOLEEXPANSIONFORMULA

In Ref. 9 we have derived a certain "alternative" second-kind

generalized-Legendre addition theorem and have proved its convergence.

This formula, Eq. (2.11) of Ref. 9, when converted from the ~ to the

q functions of Eq. (A.13), becomes

ex>

= -22:
m-j= 1

C_l)m- j -mcxe

x (C .1)

The relation between variables (~,z,;') and (Zl,ex,Z2) is given by

Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) of Ref. 9. We now make the following set of

changes on Eq. (C.l):

~ -+ -ill ~' -+ -iv

Z -+ ishf Z2 -+ -ishh
1

11 -+ -m 11' -+ -r (C.2)

ex -+ ~ m-j -+ n+l

""Z -+ ch~

Taking j -+ -j-l in the equation which results from these changes

leads to
ex>

+2 '" (_l)n re-2j + n)L....J n!
n=O

which converges when Re(~) > O. However, from the discussion in

Appendix E of Ref. 9 it can be shown that ~ + -~ is compensated in
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Eq. (C.3) by (1-1,v) -+- (-\.1,-v). After making these changes in (C.3),

one may then take (m,r) + (-m,-r) to get an equation identical to (C.3)

except that m,r and ~ are replaced by their negatives on the right

side, and this new equation converges for Re(~) < o. Both equations

can be written simultaneously by introducing an index K,

00 n+2L: e(K~)L (-~~ T(-2j+n)

K=± n=O

x e 1t1 U-n) q:j-l (ishf) q:j-1 (-ishh)
J-n,Km J-n,Kr

(C.4)

now valid for _00 < F; < 00. As the last step, the q function on the

left side of (C.4) is replaced with its e-function equivalent [see

Eq. (A. 16) ] so that, upon defining

F
j

(f)n,Krn
=_ [2 re-2j+ n) n(-! 1)n H~j _1]~

q:j -1 (ishf)
J-n,KDl , CC. 5)

Eq. (C.4) becomes

-j-1 '"-
E (ll, F;,v)rnr = E-j-1 (g)

mr = (+i)m-r L: e(K~)
K

00

xL:
n=O

Fj (f)
n,Km

e I~ IU-n) Fj (-h)
n,Kr (C.6)

Setting j =cx, then putting a subscript "2" on all variables yields

the result quoted in Eq. (6.1).

From Eqs. (2.8),(2.9) of Ref. 9 and (C.2) above, the relation

between the BCP (Bargmann) variables (ll'~,V) and the Fig. 15 variables

(f,F;,h) may be found:

chF; = shf shh + chf ehh eh~ (C.7)
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[shh chf + shf chhch~ + ichh sh~]
,.,."

sh~

(C.B)

ivand an expression for e given by h ... f in Eq. (C. 8) .
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APPENDIX D

THRESHOLD KINEMATICS

In Section (5) we studied the left- and right-side loop equations

of Fig. 14 in order to compute the Misheloff rotation. Here we examine

instead the lower loop equation of Fig. 14, namely

= (D. I)

Analysis of (D.l) in the manner of AppendixE of Ref. 9 shows that

=

=

where, as found in Section (5),

shv 1
sine 1 -shQ1

shv 1sin6 2 -shQl

sine
1

shQ
1

Therefore, as k
1

-+ 0,

chf
2

chh
1

=

=

=

=

=

=

k
1

~
[n(sl,t 1,t 2)]2

1 1

2 (-t 1)~(-t2)~

1

[ll(-k~ .-k~.p~)P
2k 1k 2

=

=

const.

-1const. x k
1

(5. 18)

(5.21)

(5.1)

(5.19)
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and as k
2

-+ 0,

2 2

chf2

(p 1 + k 1)
-1

= k = const. x k 2
2shq (-t )2k

1 I 2

( 2 + k2)

ehh
l

PI 1
= k = eonst.

2shql (-t 2 ) 2k
1

These last four equations are used in Section (10) to find the

threshold behavior of the kernel.
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APPENDIX E

THE CROSS-CHANNEL CONTINUATION

In order to carry the kinematic structure of Fig. 15 from the

mul tiperipheral region to the physical cross channel where t> 0, one

must analytically continue in the Mandelstarn invariants to appropriate

new values and perform a complex Lorentz transformation. Our main

purpose in describing this procedure is to show that the peculiar group

variables appearing in Fig. 15 are simply continuations of the familiar

variables one would use to describe the large-t Regge limit.

Consider, instead of Fig. 15, the single ladder rung shown in

Fig. 14. Th ·· 'd. e lnvarlants t., t. , t an
1 1

s are defined by
1

t' = (k' )2 t' = (k' )2
1 1 2 2

t = (k )2 t
2 = (k )2

1 1 2

P1
= (k- k) = (k' - k ' )2 1 . 1 2

2
s= P .

1 1

Our goal is to start in the multiperipheral region of the Reggeon
, ,

process 1 + 2 -+- 1 + 2 , where

,
Q,k.,k. = spacelike

1 1

~(t,t.,t~) = negative
1 1

PI = future timelike

central level = bws frames

and· wind up in the cross channel physical region for 2+ 2' -+ 1 + l' ,

where
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Q,k.,k~ = future timelike
1 1

li(t,t. ,t~) = positive
1 1

PI = spacelike

central level = erns frames

Bws (erns) means brick wall system (centerof mass system).

The first step is to continue all the t's. Figure 40 shows a

"movie" of this continuation, and Table 1 describes the movie.

The branch point detours were chosen in the same way for all variables.

What effect do these changes have on the equations of Section (s)?

First of all, Eqs. (5.1) become

=

=

chql =

which are now the correct BCP boost formulas for a 2-tirnelike/l-space-

like vertex.

More interestingly, Eqs. (5.3) and (5.5) become
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cose 22t

cose
22

,

But now cos (8 t) > 1 which implies cos (Xl) > 1, so we define
22

to get

COS8
22

,

cosX I

chn ,
22

=

=

=

=

coshn22 ,

COSh~l

From these expressions one recognizes that n
22

, = -i622t is the usual

rapidity boost parameter connecting the rest frames of the (now)
""-

incident particles k2 and k~, and that ~l = -iX I is the Regge variable

of the 0(2,1) link (~l'~I,VI) on the now spacelike line PI (recall

that ~1,Vl were set to zero).

To complete the above description, we now construct a figure like

Fig. 14 in which the parameters n22t = -ie22 ,and ~l = -iX 1 appear

explicitly as frame-connecting boosts. The frames in this new figure

(which we do not draw) form a sort of shadow cabinet for the frames of

Fig. 14 in exactly the sense of Fig. 21, except that the s' of

Fig. 21 is now replaced by this complex Lorentz transformation

T = Bz( -i ;) .

The operator T, given in the 4-vector space as

0 0 0 -i

0 1 0 0
T = 0 0 1 0

-i 0 0 0
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turnstimelike vectors into spacelikeand vice versa so that, e.g.,

k
2

(inane of its spacelike rest frames)

becomes

Tk 2 = ( ~,O,O,O)

where k2 is the vector appearing in the new figure.

According to the rules of Eq. (E.1), the bws versor magnitudes

k. of Eq~(5.7) become
1

k. =
1

, ~

[A(t , t. ,t. ) ] 2
1· 1

1
2 (t)~

which are now the initial and final channel cms vectormagnitudes.

The· z. of Eq. (5.13) is now imaginary
1

z.
1

=
i(t+t.-t~)

1 1
~

2 (t) 2

iE.
1

as desired, since k 2 in one of its bws frames

becomes

= =

+
which is the normal form of a standard erns 4-vector, except k

2
points

in the x-direction ins·tead of the z-direction [see Eqs. (5.10) through

(5. 12) l.

Our imaginary new figure can be completed very simply by examining

the action of T on the Lorentz generators (see Appendix A of Ref. 9):
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G T-1GT

J x -+ iKy
J y --+ -iKx
J z .-+ J z
Kx -+ -iJy

(E.2)

Ky ---. iJx

Kz ~ Kz

=
-i8

22
,[-iKx ]

-+ e

lending credence to the above remarks concerning the variables e and X.

Finally, consider the central level boost parameters ~. and v.
~ 1

which were so important for the diagonalization of Section (9).

According to (E.2), the combination

which surrounds the cluster p in Fig. 15, becomes in the new
1

picture

where

cl> = i~
1 1

8= -iv
1 1

(E.3)

are the Euler angles which characterize this rung in the physical cross

" "channel (8 1 is the scattering angle, k
1

• k
2

= cos (8 1 )), except that, as

already noted, the azimuthal rotations happen to come out being

x-rotations instead of z-rotations.

We conclude with a short comment about helicity. Equations (E.3)

show that the central level~. boosts of Fig. 15 are the continuations
1
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(to the imaginary axis) of the cross channel azimuthal rotations of

the process 2 + 2' ~ 1 + It • Therefore, the variable conjugate to ~l'

namely lJ
1

, is the analytic continuation of the variable conjugate to

4>1' which happens to be the channel helicity m=rn1 + m; . This justifies

h ··f h· \ · ·b1 1 hI··· 36our c aracterlzatlon ot e II or 1\ varla es as comp ex . e lCltles.
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APPENDIX F

REATTACHMENT OF THE END-RUNGS

How does one obtain from the solution of Eq. (10.8) the physical

discontinuity for particles rather than Reggeons? One way is to

continue the Reggeon discontinuity A in the masses, spins, and heli-

cities~to the desired physical points. Unfortunately, the 4-Reggeon

discontinuity A appearing in Eq. (10.8) is not a standardized ToIler

M-function (see Fig. 29), so that one may conclude only that the

continuation of A will be proportional to the physical amplitude.

An alternative and more conventional way to obtain the physical

amplitude is to add the "end-rungs" back onto the multiperipheral

ladder. As this involves the special end-rung kinematic configura-

tions which we have omitted from Section (5), we simply state the

answer with a few comments. In the energy plane, the end-rungs are

reattached according to

A is the sum of all contributions of the form (10.1), Ka1 (n
1

) is the

left end-rung, and P (CP ) is the conventional helicity propagator
a 1

associated with the (a,a t
) channel, i.e.,

-i</> 1 (ma + m~)
= e (F.2)

Variable CPl·. senses the channel helicity rn =m +rn
t

of the two-particleaa

system (a,a'). The variables n. appearing in (F.!) are like the v.
1 1

appearing in (10.1), but not quite because the end-rungs are always

in a mixed-basis configuration
9

which causes z = ch (v) to be twisted

into z = i sh(n).
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The diagonalized version of (F.1) is

T
j

t (a,b)
mm

Pm(a)K
j

(a,l)P (l)A
j

t (1,2)
mll II ·llll

x P ,(2}Kj, (2,b)P ,(b)
II 1.1 ID m

(F ..3)

where

P (a)
m

21T

=1. d<p2n
o

= (F.4)

In Fig. 26 we schematize the procedure for reattaching the end-

rungs to get the physical amplitude. Once onelras solved the integral

equation (10.8) for Aj
I and computes the Tj

, as in (F.3), the
1.111 mm

absorptive part T t (s, t) in the energy plane may be found from the
mm

usual inversion of the Jacob-Wick expansion. However, one may return

directly to the energy plane without reattaching the end-rungs by

rnyans of a~ expansion formula which is in effect the inverse of the

projection (9.4):

d] (2j+ 1)
i

[ j ]-1 -j -1 . [j ]
X$l.1'l.1 ~-l.I,-l.1' (g) Pl.I(1)~l.1' (1,2)Pl.1' (2)

(F.5)
where

sin1T(2j)

sin1T (j - 11' ) s in1T (j + lJ)
(F .6)

The contours in (F.5) run up vertically to the right of all singulari-

ties of the integrand. However, the j contour C contains, in

addition to this vertical piece, clockwise loops around the integers

and half-integers to the left of the vertical component. Formula (F.5)
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can be derived from a completeness relation [q defined inEq. (A.13)]

6 (x-y) = +ildj (2j + 1)csc1T(2j) q~~(;) ~,,{y)
C

(X,y> 1) (F.7)

which in turn can be derived by the techniques of Ref. 9, Appendix G.l.

Finally, it should be noted that the projection (9.4) is precisely

the continuation of the usual Regge theory Froissart-Gribov projection

to imaginary and in generalcomp~exhelicities. Formula (F.S) is (the

discontinuity of) the Mandelstam-Sommerfeld-Watson transform, the

discrete-helicity version of which was used to getEq. (2.2) with (2.4).
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Fig. 1. A particle pole term contained in the 6-point function.
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Fig. 2. A Regge pole contribution to the 6-point function.
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Fig. 3. A particle pole term contained in the 4-point function .
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Fig. 4. A Regge pole contribution to the 4-point function.
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Fig. 5. A double-Regge contribution to the 5-point function.
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Fig. 6. The standard Taller vertex in nO-Regge, single-Regge,

and double-Regge configurations.
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Fig. 7. Elastic unitarity;

particle 6.

XB l 179·2253

X6 is the Misheloff rotation for
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Fig. 8. MUlti-Regge production amplitude.
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Fig. 9. Spin and helicity labeling for rnultiperipheral unitarity

product. Upper variables are primed versions of lower

variables.
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Fig. 10. The BCP frame triad for a production vertex.
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Fig. 12. Four new frames added to the rung.
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Fig. 13. Central level frames f and g added to the rung.
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Fig. 14. Complete 12-frarne system describing one rung.
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Fig. 16. Standard frames for triple-Regge vertex in its

spacelike configuration, ~(t,tl,t;) < o.
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Fig. 17. Functional structure of the rnultiperipheral ladder, after

Mande15tarn trick.
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Fig. 18. When E-functions of Fig. 17 are helicity-pole expanded,

residual functions Fare grouped to the rungs to form

kernels. This is the kernel K12 . XBl779·2248
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Fig. 19. The helicity-pole propagator.
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Fig. 20. The kernel.
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Fig. 21. Dotted figure shows segment of mUltiperipheral ladder

in parity-inverted world. In that world, frames shown

are connected by t;' = -E;.

~ = B ]y

XB l 779·2254

Fig. 22. The 3-particleor3-cluster contribution to the

4-Reggeon amplitud~.
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Fig. 23. Functions B, C, D are convoluted to give function A.

The variables on the bottom line are conjugate to the

boost parameters as shown. The diagonal variable j is

angular momentum, variables II and A are helicities.
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Fig. 24. The 3-particle/cluster contribution to the 4-Reggeon

amplitude, in both energy-plane and j-plane.
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Fig. 25. The bootstrap equation in both energy- and j-planes.
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Fig. 26. The reattachment of the end-rungs (see Appendix F).
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Fig. 27. The Regge-pole expansion of the unnormalized

4-Reggeon ring discontinuity.
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Fig. 28. The vertex bootstrap. XBL 779-2313
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Fig. 29. Relation between discontinuity A and the Toller

normalized 4-Reggeon ring discontinuity. The

R-notation is that of Ref.? XBL 779-2318

Fig. 30. Relation between the cut vertex G and the Toller-

normalized ring function R. XBL 779-2319
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XBL 779·2316

Fig. 31. Highly schematic bootstrap for the

3-Reggeon ordered amplitude.

-

XBL 779·2317

Fig. 32. Vertex bootstrap with "dotted Reggeon" replacing

the single produced particle of Fig. 31.
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Fig. 33. The two twist-pair contribution to the cylinder in various

notations (see text). XBL779-2314
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Fig. 34. The diagonalized two tWist-pair cylinder term near j =et.
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Fig. 35. The C(l) cylinder term in the rapidity model.
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Fig. 36. The CCI ) cylinder term with exact kinematics.
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j+l

x
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XB L 779..2315

Fig. 37. The complex helicity plane for Eq. (11.26) or (11.27).

If helicity poleh is in the right half"'plane, contour

should be deformed to the right. The other poles may

or may not be present depending on nonsense zeros.
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C(1) k
XB L779·2323

Fig. 38. C(l) may be expressed as a double Regge sum involving

the complete twisted Reggeon loop k. The cross-hatch

indicates that the loop has been summed over all

helicity poles of all possibl~ Reggeon pairs.

Fig. 39. Quark line structure of twisted Reggeon loop coupling rneson

to baryonium. Since loop Reggeons are ferrnions, f-factors

in propagator are set to one-half. XBL 779-2324
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Fig. 40. Five frames of a movie showing the kinematic continuation of

a segment of the multiperipheral ladder from the multiperipheral

region A where t < 0 to the cross channel physical region D where

t > o. Heavy line is equation 8 (t, t 1 ,t;) = o. Frames of movie are

described in Table 1 (next page).
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TABLE 1.

A (-t )~ (-t')~ -l~(t , t 1 ' t ~ )
~ (-t)~ (+s )~

1 1 1

B (-t )~ (-t')~ +i(+l1)~ (-t)~ (+s )~
1 1 1

B (-tl)~ (-t' )~ +i(+l1)~ +i(t)~ (+Sl)~
1

C (-t )~ +i(t')~ +i(+l1)~ +i(t)~ (+s )~
1 1 1

+i(tl)~ +i (t~)~
1

+i(t)~ (+Sl)~D +i(+l1}~

+i(tl)~
1

+i(+l1)~ +i(t)~ -i(-s )~D +i(t~)'~ 1


